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Climate In Indian Context 

Freak weather offshoot of climate change: Experts 

 

            Intermittent showers in Hyderabad have flummoxed Meteorological officials, 
while climate change experts said it is increasingly becoming difficult to predict future 
weather events in the country. For the last two years, we have noticed that the weather 
systems are behaving in a peculiar way resulting in unusual weather events. 
        After observing such unforeseen situations like extreme summer in the country, 
sudden snow and hailstorm in Chevella region of Ranga Reddy district, cloudbursts 
in Uttarakhand and early onset of southwest monsoon and a late retreat, experts say that 
weather systems are behaving in a peculiar way. 
    Ongole received 341 mm rainfall, which is more than one-third of the state's total 
annual rainfall. The heavy showers across the state have damaged several acres of crops, 
particularly cotton. But in a good news, 75% of the around 80,000 tanks in Andhra 
Pradesh are full now. (adapted from Oct 25, 2013 Times of India) 
 
Collect similar newspaper report.   

Are these indicators of some change or just a variation that happen once in a long time? 
Invite some meteorological officials or college faculty to discuss the above question.       

 

Climate and Weather 

 The state of atmospheric conditions over an area at a particular point of time refers to 
weather. These weather conditions fluctuate very often even in short period. Climate refers to 
such conditions over a large area and follows a similar general pattern over many years. What 
have been the general conditions, year after year, over thirty years or more, gives us the climate. 
There are variations from year to year but a basic pattern remains the same. On the basis of these 
generalized conditions, the year is divided into seasons. The important elements of climate such 
as temperature (maximum and minimum) and rainfall can be shown with the help of climographs 
(also called ‘climatographs’).  The elements of weather and climate are: temperature, 
atmospheric pressure, wind, humidity, and precipitation. 

  Climographs of a few places in India.   

This file was behaving very odd, I am removing the photos - Suresh 

 The above graphs show that temperature and rainfall vary in different parts of the 
country. Refer to your atlas and identify the relief region where these places are located. Also 
read the above graphs and note the following: 
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Place Relief region Range of 
maximum 
temperature, 
during the year 

Range of 
minimum 
temperature, 
during the year 

Name the 
wettest month 
and the rainfall 
(mm) for that 
month 

Name the 
driest 
month and 
the rainfall 
(mm) for 
that month 

Jaipur      

Leh      

New Delhi      

Chennai      

 

   
1. What are the warmest and coldest months in Leh? 
 

2. From the range of temperatures in the above table can you say that Jaipur is, in general, 
hotter than Leh? Justify your answer. 

 
3. Compare the climate of Delhi and Chennai. How are they different? 
 

4. Read carefully the rainfall pattern for Leh? In what ways is this different from others? From 
your atlas can you find out some other places in the world that have similar rainfall pattern?  

 
5. Identify the monsoon months for Chennai. How is this different from Jaipur. 
 
6. Using your atlas fill in the latitudes of these locations, in the climographs. 

   
Factors influencing climate and weather 

It is observed for some places (e.g. Chennai) that there is not much difference in the temperature 
across months. Some places (e.g. Delhi) have wide differences in temperature across the months. 
India experiences wide variations in temperature. The northern portion is bounded by the 
Himalayas whereas southern peninsula is surrounded by seas. Some places are far from the 
coasts; they are inland. Some places are at high altitude, whereas others are on the plain. The 
factors that affect climate are called climatic controls. These include:         

1. Latitude  
2. Land-water relationship 
3. Relief 
4. Upper air circulation 
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    1.  Latitude or distance from the equator 

The average temperatures for the year drop the further an area is away from the equator. For this 
reason, we divide the regions on Earth as:  

 Tropical, those close to the Equator;  

 Polar, as those close to the poles;  

 Temperate, as those in between these two extremes.  

If we compare the climate of, say, Indonesia and Japan, we can understand the differences. The 
reason for these differences is the differential heating of Earth that you have read in earlier 
classes. Intensity of temperature depends on the latitude. The temperature of the atmosphere at a 
particular place near the earth’s surface depends upon the insolation (heat from sun rays) 
received at that location. This is more intense in the low than in the high latitudes. As we move 
away from the equator towards the poles, the average annual temperature shows lower values.  

Q. Using a globe recall and discuss what you may have read earlier. How does the angle of sun 
vary at different latitudes? What impact does this have?  

In India the southern part lies in the tropical belt close to the equator. Owing to this, the region 
has higher average temperature than the northern part. This is one reason for the climate of 
Kanyakumari being entirely different from Bhopal or Delhi. India is situated roughly between 8o 
and 37o N latitudes and the country is divided in almost two equal parts by the Tropic of Cancer. 
The part south of the Tropic of Cancer lies in the tropical zone. The part north of the Tropic of 
Cancer lies in the temperate zone. 

 

 

 

 

Fig:2.5 Influence of latitude on climate 
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2.  Land water relationship: 

Look at map of India showing land cover and water bodies, and you will see another important 
factor which has an influence on climate: the land and water relationship . The amount of 
sunlight that is first absorbed and then radiated back or directly reflected depends on the nature 
of the surface. Darker areas, such as heavily vegetated regions, tend to be good absorbers; lighter 
areas, such as snow and ice-covered regions, tend to be good reflectors. The ocean absorbs and 
loses heat more slowly than land.   This affects climate in many ways. One of this is the 
formation of land and sea breeze. From the illustration below explain how this happens.  

 

How does this ‘moderate’ the temperature of such a place? 

A large part of southern India, because of its long coast line, comes under the moderating 
influence of the sea. As such, the difference between the temperature of day and night and also 
that of summer and winter is not much. This is known as equable climate. However, if we 
compare similar places on the same latitude and not high up in the mountains we could 
appreciate the effect of the sea. 

 In your atlas, compare the temperatures of Mumbai and Nagpur for winter and summer 
months. How are they similar or different? How does it explain distance from the sea? 

 With the help of the climographs can you explain how differences in temperature can be 
explained for Jaipur and Chennai. 

3.  Relief: 
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 You have learnt that temperature decreases as altitude increases. Hence, hills and 
mountains will have lower temperature than locations on the plain. Therefore, relief or altitude of 
a region influences the climate of the area. You would have heard about several hill stations of 
Himalayan region like Shimla, Gulmarg, Nainital and Darjeeling as places that have a cool 
climate even during the peak summer months. Similarly Kodaikanal and Udagamandalam (Ooty) 
on the Western Ghats have colder climate, compared to places near the coast.     

 
* Are Shimla and Delhi located on very different latitudes? Check with your atlas.  Is Shimla 
cooler than Delhi during summer? 
* Why does Darjeeling have pleasant weather as compared to Kolkata during summer season? 

   

4.  Upper atmospheric circulation 

   In the northern hemisphere, subtropical high pressure belts give rise to permanent winds. They 
blow toward the equatorial low pressure belts by reflecting towards the west and are called Trade 
winds. The German word ‘Trade’ means ‘Track’ and stands for blowing steadily in the same 
direction and in a constant course.  

India lies in the belt of north-east trade winds without any moisture. This is however only half 
the story of the Indian climatic phenomenon. Let us see the other half in the study of monsoon in 
the next section. 

The climate of India is also affected by the movement of upper air (air currents) known as ‘jet 
streams’. These are fast flowing air currents in a narrow zone in the upper atmosphere, above 
12,000 m. The speed varies from about 110 km/h in summer to about 184 km/h in winter. An 
Easterly jet stream develops at about 250 N. A jet stream causes the atmosphere around this to 
cool. This cooling effect of the easterly jet stream causes rain from clouds already found over 
this part. 

Winter 

 The temperature in the Indian land mass considerably reduces from mid-November and 
this cold season continues till February. January is usually the coldest month when day 
temperature at times drops below 100C in several parts of the country. However, the cold 
weather is more pronounced in northern India. South India, especially the coastal areas, enjoy a 
moderate climate as temperature remains well above 200

 C.  

The lines on the map below indicate places that have the same average temperature for January.  

Q. What would be the range for the average temperature in A P for January? 

    Using your atlas find some places located on 150C. 
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     Close to the line showing places where average temperature is 250C, there’s a small    circle 
of places on 200. How is this possible? 

During winter, the weather is generally pleasant with clear sky, low humidity and cool breeze. 
Cyclone depressions coming from Mediterranean Sea called Western Disturbances and cause 
low to moderate rainfall over northern India. This rainfall is boon to wheat crop which is 
generally cultivated in ‘Rabi’ season. 

          India lies in the trade wind belt of Northern Hemisphere – north-east trades blow over 
India from land to sea and are therefore dry. However, some amount of rainfall occurs on the 
Coramandel coast of Tamil Nadu from these winds, as they pick up moisture from the Bay of 
Bengal while crossing it. 

Map: 2.3 

Summer 

 results in s 

                                   Map: 2.4  Average Temperature in 0C (May)  

 During the hot season, as we move from southern to northern part of the country, the average 
temperature increases. Starting in April, the temperature rises and slowly the maximum day 
temperature exceeds 37o C in northern plains of India. By mid-May, day temperature may touch 
41o C to 42 o C in many parts of the country, especially in the north-west plains and central India. 
Even minimum temperature does not go below 20o C. The northern plain experiences dry and hot 
winds called ‘Loo’.   

 From the climographs above, note the approximate average temperature for May for the 
four places and mark them on the above map. 

 Towards the end of the summer season, pre-monsoon showers (‘bursting monsoon’) are 
common in the Deccan Plateau. These help in the early ripening of mangoes and other plantation 
crops in peninsular India. Hence they are locally known as mango showers in Andhra Pradesh. 

3.  Advancing monsoon: 

 The climate of India is strongly influenced by the monsoon winds. The sailors who came 
to India during olden days noticed the regular periodic reversal of winds. They used these winds 
to sail towards the Indian coast. Arab traders named this seasonal reversal of wind system 
‘monsoon’. 

  The monsoon forms in the tropical area approximately between 200 N and 200 S latitudes.  The 
south-east trade winds from the southern hemisphere carry moisture as they flow over the Indian 
Ocean and towards the equatorial low pressure zones. After crossing the equator, these winds 
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deflect west -wards towards the low pressure formed in the Indian sub-continent. The heating of 
land creates low pressure on the land mass of Indian sub-continent, especially over central India 
and the Gangetic plain. Together with this, the Tibetan plateau gets intensely heated and causes 
strong vertical air currents and the formation of low pressure over the plateau at above 9 kms 
altitude.  

 

 

They then flow as the southwest monsoon. The Indian peninsula divides them into two 
branches - the Arabian Sea branch and the Bay of Bengal branch. The Arabian Sea branch 
arrives at the west coast of India and moves north ward. The Bay of Bengal branch strikes the 
Bengal coast and the southern face of the Shillong plateau. 

Then it gets deflected and flows westward along the Gangetic valley. Both the branches 
reach India by the beginning of June, which is known as “onset of monsoon”. They gradually 
spread over the entire country in four to five weeks. The bulk of the annual rainfall in India is 
received from south-west monsoon. The amount of rainfall is very high along the west coast due 
to the Western ghats, and in north-east India due to the high peaked hills. Tamil Nadu coast 
(Coramandel), however, remains mostly dry during this season as it falls in the rain shadow area 
of the Arabian Sea branch and is parallel to the Bay of Bengal branch. 

 Map: 2.6 

4.  Retreating Monsoon 

  October, November is a period of transition from a hot raising conditions to dry winter 
conditions. The retreat of the monsoons is marked by clear skies and rise in temperature. The 
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land is still moist. Owing to the conditions of high temperature and humidity, the weather 
becomes rather oppressive. This is commonly known as “October heat”. 

The low pressure conditions which once prevailed over north-western India get 
transferred to the centre of Bay of Bengal by early November. This shift of the low pressure area 
is far south. The period is associated with occurrence of cyclonic depressions which originate 
over the Andaman area. These tropical cyclones are often very destructive. The thickly populated 
deltas of the Godavari, Krishna and Kaveri are their reflected targets. No year is ever found 
disaster free. Occasionally, these tropical cyclones visit Sundarbans and Bangladesh too. Bulk of 
the rainfall of the Coromandel Coast is derived from depressions and cyclones. 

Traditional Indian Seasons  
In the Indian tradition, a year is divided into six two-

monthly seasons. This cycle of seasons that the common people in 
north and central India follow is based on their practical experience 
and age-old perception of weather phenomena. There is a slight 
variation in the timing of the seasons between northern and 
southern India. 

 

Seasons 

Months 

According to the Indian 
(lunar) calendar 

Months  

According to the Western 
(solar) calendar 

Vasantha 

Grishma 

Varsha 

Sharad 

Hemanta 

Shishira 

Chaitra – Vaishakha 

Jyestha – Ashadha 

Sraavana – Bhadra 

Asvina – Karthika 

Margashira – Pausa 

Magha – Phalguna 

March – April 

May – June 

July – August 

September – October 

November – December 

January – February 

 
 

  

 GLOBAL WARMING AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

As Earth started to take shape from a fiery ball to a planet, many gases were released. These gases did 

not escape into outer space because of the Earth’s gravitational pull. It still holds them back. The result? 

A thin layer of gases surrounds Earth and provides us several important benefits. For example: the 

oxygen that we breathe, the ozone that protects us from harmful ultraviolet rays from the sun, the 
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nitrogen that our plants use to make proteins that we need, the medium through which fresh water is 

circulated, and keep us warm (look at the image from Class IX Chapter 4). 

Keeping us warm is one of the most important things that the atmosphere does for us. It is like a light, 

but effective, blanket enveloping Earth. You will recall from Class IX that the atmosphere traps a lot of 

the solar energy that reaches Earth by preventing it from totally escaping back into space. This is called 

global warming. This is important and vital for life to survive on this planet. If it did not have this 

atmosphere, earth would be very cold indeed.  

However, since the 19th century the planet is warming up very rapidly. There is an increasing concern 

about this. Why this concern? After all, Earth has been through many cycles of warming and cooling (in 

fact, freezing!). So what is so special about it now? 

Earlier cycles of cooling and warming happened over very long periods of time. This allowed life on Earth 

the time to adapt to the changes. The problem now is that the heating is much more rapid and could 

lead to catastrophic changes. Much of the warming that has been occurring since the Industrial 

Revolution, is because of human activities. Hence, the current global warming trend is called AGW 

(Anthropogenic Global Warming;  means caused by humans). 

More recently, scientists are discovering large volumes of methane under the frozen tundras of the far 

northern latitudes (mainly in the vast expanses of northern Russia). As global temperature increases, the 

ice in the tundra melts more. The methane that is trapped under the ice escapes into the atmosphere, 

increasing the global temperatures. In turn, this causes even more ice to melt, releasing even more 

methane, and so on. Methane is said to be even more powerful than carbon dioxide as a greenhouse 

gas.  

AGW and climate change 

AGW is causing many changes in the distribution of heat in the Earth system. Remember how 

atmospheric and oceanic circulations keep re‐distributing the heat in the world? AGW disturbs this 

system and the re‐distribution system. The disturbance itself is not so much of a problem. It is the 

rapidity with which it is happening.  

When the redistribution system is disrupted, weather and climate patterns change. Long‐term changes 

(climatic changes) happen from accumulations of short‐term changes (weather changes).  

An international effort to form an agreement whereby all countries try to reduce their emission of 

greenhouse gases has so far not been achieved. An international organization called Inter‐governmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was formed to address this issue. It has held many conferences to work 

out a treaty among the nations of the world to reduce AGW and try to slow down the process of climate 

change. None of these have been successful. The latest attempt was made at the IPCC conference in 

Warsaw (Poland), in 2013. This has also failed to achieve any agreement.  

Broadly, the disagreements are between the ‘developed’ countries (mainly industrialized, economically 

more advanced countries of the west) and ‘developing’ countries (countries that are not as 
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industrialised). Developed countries want developing countries to cut down on burning coal and other 

activities that add greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. Developing countries argue that developed 

countries developed precisely by burning fossil fuels in their development. Developing countries say that 

their economic development will be seriously damaged if they don’t burn fossil fuels (mainly coal), and 

that developed countries should do their fair share of work to help find alternatives that can help the 

developing countries to progress.  

Most scientists from around the world are agreed on this much: AGW is real, it is happening, and it is 

leading to rapid and drastic climate change. They warn that severe weather and other changes will 

increase in the coming years and threaten life as we know it. 

One of the human activities that contribute to global warming is deforestation. Discuss with your 

teacher and your classmates and try to answer these questions in a few sentences: 

1. What is deforestation? 

2. Does deforestation happen only in forest areas? How about in your local area, even 
if there are no forests?  

3. How does deforestation affect global warming? (You will need to recall your study of 
photosynthesis in your science class.) 

4. What are some other ways in which human action contributes to global warming? 

 

Impact of change on India: 

Though a rise of 2 o Cin average temperature may appear to be small, it would result in a rise of 
one meter in sea levels by early next century. This would affect large portions of our coastal 
areas and millions of people would have to be shifted. They would lose their livelihood. 

Nearly 200 squatter families living in Nonadanga in east Kolkata for the past few years are in the process 

of  being  evicted  by  the  Kolkata Metropolitan Development  Authority  (KMDA). Many  of  the  families 

came to Kolkata in search of work, after the Aila super‐cyclone ravaged Sundarbans in 2009.  

On March 30, the slum was bulldozed amid heavy police presence and some hutments were set on fire. 

The recurrent  thunderstorms over  the past  few days has meant sleepless and soiled nights  for nearly 

700  people  who  have  been  rendered  homeless.  They  work  as  house  helps,  rickshaw  pullers  and 

construction labourers.  

Imagine how one would cope with a situation,  if millions of people were affected? Where would you 

find land for resettlement? What jobs would they do? 

The other effect would be on rainfall. This is likely to be more erratic and lead to greater 
imbalances: some places are likely to receive excess rainfall whereas others would get less than 
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normal. Hence droughts and floods are expected to increase. This would greatly affect the 
agriculture pattern and people’s livelihood.  

 The faster melting of Himalayan glaciers would disturb the livelihood of fresh water fisher folk 
as their natural habitat of fish is affected. Similarly freak weather conditions that you read about 
are likely to increase. Climate change is something that happens at a global level. Therefore, it 
affects all of us.  

 

Key Words  

Climograph Weather Monsoon Insolation  Jet Streams Pressure Zone  Global warming    

Improve your learning 

1) Read the following statements and mark if it is an example of weather or climate  

a) Every year during winter there is snowfall in the a 

b) During the last few years many glaciers have melted in Himalayas 

c) During summer, in Nagpur reaches above 450celsus 

d) During the last few decades drought in Vidarbaha region has increased  

 

2) Match the following. Use maps if you cannot locate the placesThere would be multiple correct 

answers) 

a) Trivandrum     is further from the equator and temperature would be lower in winter    

b) Gangtok     is at closer to equator but not close to the seas and has low rainfall 

c) Anantapur     is closer to equator, and climate has big impact of the seas 

   

3) fill the following table.  It contains factors that influence climate and weather. Use words like higher/ 

lower, closer/ further. 

Factors    impact on weather 

Higher / Lower    Closer / further 

1.  Latitude    

   

  Closer to the equator and has 

more rainfall 
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2 Relief   Even though place x is closer 

to the equator because of its 

higher altitude it experiences 

winter.  

 

 

6. Observe the following climograph and answer the following questions. 

Map 

 Climograph of Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, 17.40 N, 78.50E 
 
A. Which month received highest rainfall? 
B.  Which months experienced highest and lowest temperature? 
C. Why is the maximum  amount  of rainfall between June and October? 
D. Why is the temperature high between March and May? 
E. Identify relief conditions causing variation in temperature and rainfall.    
 

7. Describe climate  factors in relation with India’s features.  

8 Write a short note on factors ing climatic variationsin hilly areas and deserts.  

9.  How is India’s climate influenced by pressure variations over land and sea? 

is ’swhen  ,is : side of the Western Ghats are d1. How is climate change causing global 

warming? Suggest measures to minimise the influence of the global warming. 

MAP SKILLS 
 

On an outline map of India, show the following: 
 

(i). Areas recorded with more than 40oC annual mean temperature 
(ii). Areas recorded with annual mean temperature less than 10oC 
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(iii). The direction of the south-west monsoon over India. 
 

 
 

Project  
Collect proverbs/ sayings that are related to climate and weather  

 
 
 
 
 
 



The People 
 
 
              Population is a pivotal element in social studies. When we refer to ‘development for all’ 
it is people that we have in mind, especially to include those who are normally marginalized in 
the process of development. The idea of equality is used with reference to people. On the other 
hand you would often hear people blaming “population growth” for all problems that we face. 
They blame the lack of jobs, food, resources, on the fact that we have to share this with too many 
people.  92 % of the working people in India are in the unorganized sector and have to struggle 
for work and have no other social security, apart from their families to support them. It appears 
rather unfair to blame their families for their poverty. How do we make sense of these 
contradictions? In order to do so it is important to understand population numbers, its 
distribution and characteristics or qualities that provide the basic background for understanding 
and appreciating the other aspects.  
 
Stick figures showing diverse people on earth  
Cartoon do we need more earth?  
 
Talk to a few people in your neighborhood who have different occupations and incomes. Find 
out about their views on the ideal family size. 
Have you ever wondered how information about the people living in your locality or village, and 
the country as a whole is collected and recorded? Ask your teacher to explain their experiences 
of collecting census data? 
What is the difference in collecting information using a census or a sample method? Discuss 
with a few examples. 
 
The census of India provides us with information regarding the population of our country. 
A census is the procedure of systematically acquiring and recording information about the 
members of a given population. Once in ten years information about all people living in India is 
collected. The people, who do this survey, go from house to house and find out the number of 
people living in every house in every village, town and city. This census provides us with a lot of 
information such as how old people are, their occupation, houses, education, religion etc. The 
central government institution, Census of India, organizes the collection and recording of this 
information. 
 

BOX In India the first census was held in the year 1872. The first complete census however 
was taken in the year 1881. Since then censuses have been held regularly every tenth year. 
India’s population as of 2011 is 121,01,93,422. These 1.21 billion people are unevenly 
distributed over our country’s vast area of 3.28 million square km. 



 
     Before we find out more about the census, let us survey our own area and examine the kind of 
work done by the census. 
 
                                                         Conducting a Survey 

1.  Each group of two to three students would collect the data from 10 families of their 
locality, whether in a village or town. The survey form is given below.  

2. Each group would fill in the details and construct the tables indicated.  
3. Based on the tables presented by each group, the class would discuss the questions.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Before the survey:  
The class needs to discuss and arrive at a common meaning for all the terms used in the survey form. 
Otherwise there would be confusion in the actual survey and also we would not be able to compare the 
result of one group with another. With the help of your teacher discuss the following terms: 

1. How would a family be defined? Whom all would you include? 
2. For Education, what are the categories that you would use?  

Examples: child below six; studying in school/ college, class….; should be in school but not 
enrolled; studied up to class ..; did not attend school 

3. What categories would you use for occupation? 
Examples: Homemaker, Student, self employed as…, Job, Unemployed, Aged, 

 
 
After the survey: 
 

Each group would construct a table to show number of people in the surveyed 
families: 
Male Female Total Population 
   
 
What is the female/ male ratio for your group? Are the ratios very different among 
the groups? Discuss. 
 
For all children 6-14 years 
Children Male Female Total 
At school    
Dropped out    
Never enrolled    

Family 1 
Name 

Male Female Age School 
Education 

Occupation 
for 15 + 

      
      
       
      
Family 2, 
Name 

     



    
 
What is the percentage of dropouts & never enrolled children as a whole- for all 
groups? What are the reasons for this? 
 
For those above 20 years, what is the average time they have spent at school? Find 
this for your group. Is this data useful?  

 
For all people in the age group 15-59 
                                        
             
Occupation No % 
Self-employed   
Homemaker   
Job   
Unemployed   
Student   
Total   
                                       
What do these numbers indicate? Discuss. 
 
 
                                                    What does the census show? 
Age Structure 
    The age structure of a population refers to the number of males and females in different age 
groups in a country. It is one of the most basic characteristics of a population. To an important 
degree, a person’s age influences what she requires, or her capacity to work, or whether she is 
dependent on others. Consequently, the number and percentage of a population found within the 
children, working age, and aged groups are notable determinants of the population’s social and 
economic structure. 
The population of a nation is generally grouped into three broad categories:  
 
1.  Children (generally below 15 years) 
They are taken care of by the family and like everyone else they require food, clothing, education 
and medical care and all other opportunities for growth. However, usually they do not earn their 
income to support themselves. It is not desirable that some children are forced to work because 
of economic conditions.   
 
2.  Working Age (15-59 years) 
Usually this group forms the working population in a society. They are also biologically 
reproductive.  Most people in this age group desire decent income and security of work. Children 
and the aged often depend on their earnings.   
 



3.  Aged (Above 59 years) 
Those who have been in a salaried employment or in organized sector may get retirement 
pension. However, a vast majority of agricultural labourers, domestic workers, construction 
workers, and others usually continue their work as long as it is physically possible.  These groups 
also depend on their families for support in old age. It is also possible that their medical expenses 
are higher than that of other age groups.  

Population pyramid 
figure 

These are marked with a gap of 5 years. However to avoid cluttering, in between age groups are 
not mentioned. Use a scale to read the pyramid. 
From the age pyramid above identify a rough estimate of the percentage of children in the 
population. 
 
Based on the survey done; each group should present: 
Age structure of population 

Age No of persons 
Children  
Working population  
Aged  

 
Think of various ways in which government should have special schemes for different groups. 
Examples could be midday meal schemes; anganwadi programmes etc. Why are they necessary? 
Sex Ratio 
Sex ratio is defined as the number of females per 1000 males in the population. This information 
is an important social indicator to measure the extent of equality between males and females in a 
society at a given time. You have calculated this for the families that you surveyed. We would 
now examine these figures for the country as a whole.  
 
 



 

We notice that the number of females in India has consistently been lower than that of men. This 

female/ male ratio or the sex ratio is a cause of concern since it shows a hidden form of 

discrimination. Women and girls in particular face unequal opportunities for education and 

development. In the most basic needs of nutrition, child care and health also they are discriminated 

against – they get less of these things than males. This can happen within the same family.  This 

discrimination is not always obvious. Nor it is accepted.  But then, how can we say that this is 

happening for the whole population?  

       Medical research shows that given similar circumstances, girl children survive much better than 

boys.  Hence if there was no discrimination, the number of girls should be higher or as much as boys.  

From the census survey, we get another indicator. In India, 103 female babies are born against 100 

male babies. However, more female babies die than male babies. The census shows that in the age 

group 0-5, the number of girls who survive is much less than boys. This can only happen if there is 

some discrimination in their care and nutrition because the physical chance of survival is better for 

girls.  

Poster girl child ‐ death before we are bone / teenager treated less equal than brother / married off in 

the name of tradition or money‐gold /  

The other evidence that we have is from comparative figures. If we look at societies or regions that 

have provided equality for women and provided equal opportunities for them, the sex ratios are 

different. Regions that have unequal gender relations that favour the males and discriminate against 

the females tend towards unequal sex ratios. This can happen even though they have high incomes. 

For example, look at the following data: 

Area Haryana Punjab AP Kerala USA 



Sex ratio 870 880 970 1040 1050 

It is noted that within parts certain of India like Kerala positive sex ratio for women. While some 
regions is extremely biased against women. A distressing aspect of gender bias in India that 
shows little sign of going away is the preference for boys over girls. One of the worst 
manifestations of this pro-male bias is the relatively higher mortality rates of girls compared with 
boys. This is mainly because of the quiet violence of the neglect of their health and illness in 
comparison with the attention that male children receive. There has also been the case of female 
fetus infanticide. Due to the preference for male children parents may decide to abort female 
child before birth. Many adults consider female children as a burden.  Studies have shown that 
male priority in health continues for adults, raising the mortality rates of even adult women 
above those of adult men. 

            Women’s education has been a powerful force in reducing discrimination against women. 
There is definitive evidence that women’s literacy and schooling reduce child mortality and work 
against the selective neglect of the health of girls. 

To understand such situations discuss the following questions and whether this would impact the sex 

ratio.  

a. Do girls get similar opportunities for further studies as boys? 
b. Do married women have opportunities for travel and work outside home?  
c. Are women expected to maintain a separation from their natal family and not ask for security 

or property rights? 
d. Is there a strong boy preference in your region? 

 

Literacy Rates 

  Find out if there are illiterate people in your village or town.  What does your survey reveal?  

             According to the Census of 2011, a person aged 7 years and above who can read and 
write with understanding in any language, is treated as literate. Literacy is a key for socio-
economic progress.  
 In India, at independence in 1947, 12% of the population was literate. In 2001 it was 
64.84%. It grew to 74.04% by 2011.  However, the 2011 census shows that there is a wide 
disparity in literacy rates for men (82.14%) and women (65.46%). 

Discuss: How does literacy impact development?   

Life Expectancy: 

In Chapter 2, we discussed how life expectancy is an important indicator for 

development. Recall the reasons. 



       In India, the average life expectancy at birth has been gradually increasing over time (see 
Table 1).   

Table 1: Change in life expectancy, 1961‐2011. 

Year of census Life expectancy (years)
1961 43 
1971 50 
1981 56 
1991 59 
2001 62 
2011 66 

The increase in the life expectancy is due to fall in the infant mortality.  Although the life 
expectancy is increasing, it is still not as high when compared to few other countries in Asia 
which also got freedom from colonial rulers around the middle of last century. It is 69 in 
Indonesia, Philippines, and  Bangladesh  while 75 in Sri Lanka. 

What does the term “expected life at birth” mean? Discuss. 
Talk to an insurance agent and find out why we need insurance. 
 
                            Population Growth and Processes of Population Change 
   
Population is dynamic. The numbers, distribution and composition of the population are always 
changing. This is because of the interaction of the three processes: (1) births, (2) deaths and (3) 
migrations. 
 
Change in population size 
Change in the size of a population is the difference in the number of inhabitants of a country/ 
territory during a specific period, say during the last ten years. Such a change can be expressed in 
two ways: (1) as absolute numbers, and (2) as percentage change.  
 
The absolute numbers added each decade is the magnitude of increase. It is obtained by simply 
subtracting the earlier population (e.g. that of 1991) from the later population (e.g. that of 2011). 
It is referred to as the absolute increase. If the result is a positive number, the population has 
increased. If it is a negative number, the population has decreased by that number. 
 
Population change (absolute numbers) = (population at later date) – (population at earlier date)  
 
Observe the Increment in Population of India and its growth - 1901-2011 



 
 
Observe the above Graph – In which year did the population decrease?  
From which year onwards is the population continuously increasing? 
  
What could be the reasons for speed with which increases took place after Indian independence? 
 

Why does a population grow? To understand this we refer back to the basic processes of births 
and deaths. In a given population if the number of births, say over one year, is more than the 
number of deaths, there would then be an increase in this population. Population change in a 
place = (number of births + number of in-migrants) – (number of deaths + number of out-
migrants) 

 

Assume for the moment that there is no migration.  In order to calculate these increases we 
examine the two rates. Birth rate is the number of live births per thousand persons in a year. In 
1992 the birth rate in India was 29. This means that for every 1000 people living in the country 
during that year 29 live births took place. Death rate is the number of deaths per thousand 
persons in a year. For the year 1992, for every 1000 persons living at that time 10 people died 
during the year. Therefore 19 people for every 1000, was the addition during the year. This 
number can be expressed as a percentage i.e. 1.9%. Hence we say that the population growth rate 
was 1.9% for the year 1992.  



The rate or the pace of population increase is an important aspect. It is studied in per cent per 
annum, e.g. a rate of increase of 2 per cent per annum means that in a given year, there was an 
increase of two persons for every 100 persons in the base year. This works like compound 
interest. This is referred to as the annual growth rate. India’s population has been steadily 
increasing. 

  

In order to examine causes for the growth of the Indian population, as seen from the graph 
above, we need to look at both death rates and birth rates.  There has been the rapid decline in 
death rates but till recent times birth rates were not decreasing substantially. From 1900 onwards 
and especially post independence impact of famines declined because of famine relief, 
movement of grain, ration shops and an active public voice in a democracy. Similarly epidemics 
such a cholera, plague and to some extent malaria were controlled. Polluted water, congested 
living and un-cleared garbage were the real causes of several diseases. That these have to be met 
with better sanitation, clean water and nutrition began to be accepted and several steps were 
initiated. Later on advances in medicine, especially antibiotics & vaccines contributed to health 
care. Compared to 1900, death rates fell rapidly.  High birth rates together with declining death 
rates led to higher rates of population growth.  

Posters to check population campaign to  

Why did birth rates remain high for such a long period? One set of reasons has to do with what 
has happened in the past. If in the overall population the percentage of young people is high then 
in the coming years they would grow up, get married and have children. The total number of 
such children added would be high, because we began with a population with a large number of 
young people.   

The other reason is number of children that couples wish to have. This in turn is related to how 
many children survive, what social security people have and the preference of male child in 
society. For example look at three generations of Umed Singh: 

“Umed Singh’s grandfather and mother died because of epidemic of plague and cholera. His 
father, born around 1900 was brought up by his uncle. They owned some land but faced constant 
crisis, sometimes of crop failure & famine along with an occasional good harvest. Umed Singh’s 
father had nine children but six of them died very young. Out of the three surviving children, one 
was Umed Singh, born around 1935. He has two sisters. Umed was able to go to a secondary 
school and become a policeman. Unlike his father he had regular salary and some income from 
land. Umed initially had two daughters but was worried about their survival. He also wanted a 
son. He then had four more children, three of them were sons. However, now Umed’s eldest 
daughter who has trained to be a teacher does not want more than three children.”  

 

The Magnitude and Rate of India’s Population Growth 



 
Year Total Population 

(In millions) 
Absolute Increase in the 

Decade (In millions) 
Annual Growth 

Rate % 
% change in 
the decade 

1951 361 --------------

1961 439 78 1.96
1971 548 ? 2.20
1981 683 ? 2.22
1991 846 ? 2.14
2001 1029 ? 1.93
2011 1210 ? 1.76

Since 1981, birth rates have also started declining gradually, resulting in a gradual decline in the 
rate of population growth. Calculate the % change over the decades 1951 to 2011 and see if this 
is happening in the table above.  

How do we understand this trend? We use another concept called the Fertility rate (total births 
per woman). Total fertility rate is the number of children that is likely to be born to a woman if 
she were to live to the end of her childbearing years and bear children in accordance with current 
pattern. If this declines then we can say that couples are deciding to have fewer children. Factors 
both within the family and outside are contributing to these decisions.  Examine the graph below: 

 

The fertility rate for India in 1960 was more than 5.6, which indicated that on an average each 
woman was likely to bear five or six children. The family decides the number of children they 



want depending on security, opportunity for children & social norms. There have been some 
changes in this outlook. Present fertility rate in India is 2.7, Andhra Pradesh fertility rate is 1.9. 

Q. When the fertility rate is near 2, what does this imply? Discuss. 

    Talk to some couples who are recently married but do not have children. How many children     
do they plan for? What are the reasons?  

    In your family trace the number of children for every woman in three generations. What 
changes do you observe? 

Use the survey you have done in groups and find out total number of women in the age group 45 
and above &  no. of their children. What is the average number of children per woman in your 
sample? 

 

The third component of population growth is migration. Migration is the movement of people 
across regions and territories. Migration can be internal (within the country) or international 
(between the countries). Internal migration does not change the size of the population, but 
influences the distribution of population within the nation. Migration plays a very significant role 
in changing the composition and distribution of population.  You will know more about the 
migration in the forthcoming chapter. 

 
We often hear some people talk of population growth in alarming tones. These people are often 
better off and talk about others not benefitting because there are too many people who have to 
share few resources. However, families decide the number of children they want to have based 
on many considerations such as the resources they own, their security in old age etc. Most often 
families with larger number of children are poorer than the rest, don’t own many assets, and rely 
on their children for old age security. How do we understand these different points of view?   
 
Q What are the factors that influenced the decisions about children for Umed Singh? Do you 
think his daughter is thinking in a similar manner?  
 
 
I would suggest to use this map – even if old bcz it can lead to the question of …. 
Look at the map below, Map is that of India and adjoining region. It does not show political 
boundaries. It has data from 1995 and shows the density of population at district level. Find out 
if there is any relationship  between relief features of India and that of population density. Can 
you identify major urban centers across the country? How do you explain the high population 
density in the cities?    
  

. 

Fig: 



Population density provides a better picture of its distribution. Population density is calculated as 
the number of persons per unit area. 

 

India is one of the most densely populated countries of the world.  The population density of 
India in the year 2001 was 324 persons per sq km. Densities vary from 904 persons per sq km in 
West Bengal to only 13 persons per sq km in Arunachal Pradesh. Assam and most of the 
peninsular states have moderate population densities. Hilly, dissected and rocky nature of the 
terrain, moderate to low rainfall, shallow and less fertile soils have influenced population 
densities in these areas. The Northern Plains and Kerala in the south have high to very high 
population densities because of the flat plains with fertile soils and abundant rainfall.  
 
Identify the three states of the Northern Plains with high population densities.  
 
How does the density of population vary so much? We have to examine the history of the region, 
the terrain and climatic conditions to be able to understand this variation.  For example chapter 
…, the story of village Rampur, read the section on ‘Land and other natural resources’. Even 
though the fertile land & irrigation is able to support a larger population than before, the impact 
on each group is different, especially for small farmers and landless labourers. 

By which year was all the land in the village cultivated?  

How do you think landed people responded to increasing family’s size? 

What was the response of small farmers, like Govind, when families expanded? How far was 
tube well irrigation useful ?    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Here is the data for Population Density of Andhra Pradesh -2011. On a blank district map 
of AP plot them in ranges. 

 
 
 



Compare a high density district and a low density district on the following 
 

a. Terrain and potential for agriculture development 
b.  History of agriculture in that region- use of land, water and other natural resources 
c. Migration to or from that region and reasons for this  

 
 
 Key Words : 

 
Population growth     Population density     Sex Ratio     Fertility Rate  
Population distribution Literacy rate    
 
Improve your learning:  
 
1. Identify the false statements and correct them: 

a)  Census data is collected every 10 years  
b) Sex ratio refers to the number of female in adult population  
c) Age structure shows us the distribution of people according to their age 
d) Population density is higher in mountains as people like the climate there  

 
2. Based on the following table answer the questions below. 

World historical and predicted populations (in millions) 

Region 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 1950 1999 2012 2050 2150

World 458 580 682 978 1,650 2,521 5,978 7,052 8,909 9,746

Africa 86 114 106 107 133 221 767 1,052 1,766 2,308

Asia 243 339 436 635 947 1,402 3,634 4,250 5,268 5,561

Europe 84 111 125 203 408 547 729 740 628 517

Latin America and the Caribbean 39 10 10 24 74 167 511 603 809 912

Northern America 3 3 2 7 82 172 307 351 392 398

Oceania 3 3 3 2 6 13 30 38 46 51

 

 Identify roughly how many centuries it took for the world population to double the first 
time. 

 In earlier classes you had studied about colonisation. Look at the table and identify in 
which of the continents the population decreased by 1800? 

 Which continent has been most populous for most period of time? 

 Is there any continent that shows a significant decrease in population in future?  
 
2) Compare the age structure of following countries  



What can you tell about the population growth - which of these countries are likely to 
further reduce their population?  Does all of them have equal gender balance?  What can 
you guess about their family welfare policies ? 
 
 
 

 
3. List out the impacts on society if sex ratio is too low or too high. 

 
4. Compare the Indian literacy rates with other countries: 

Brazil  
Sri Lanka  
South Africa 
Nepal  
Bangladesh  
Norway  
Chile  
Indonesia  
 
What similarities and differences do you note? 
 

5. Which areas of Andhra Pradesh are having high of density of population and what are 
the reasons behind it?   

6. Map work: 
a. On a blank map of India showing state boundaries, plot the state-wise population 

density based on the 2011census by taking five ranges.  
b. On a blank map of Andhra Pradesh showing district boundaries, plot the 

population distribution using the dot method (one dot is equivalent to 10,000 
population). 

 
7. Distinguish between population growth and population change.  
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Ideas On Development 
 

The idea of development or progress has always been with us. We have aspirations about what we 
would like to do and how we would like to live. Similarly, we have ideas about what a country should be 
like. What are the essential things that we require? Can life be better for all? Can there be more equality? 
Development involves thinking about these questions and about the ways in which we can work towards 
achieving these goals. This is a complex task and in this chapter we shall make a beginning at 
understanding development. Answers to these questions emerge across all social science disciplines. 
This is because the way we live today is influenced by the past. Political decisions deeply impact the 
direction of changes. Geographical features limit or expose us to wider resources.  

 
What Development Promises – Different People, Different Goals 

Let us try to imagine what development or progress is likely to mean to different persons listed in Table 
1.1. What are their aspirations? You will find that some columns are partially filled. Try to complete the 
Table. You can also add any other category of persons.  

Table 1.1 

Developmental Goals of Different Categories of Persons 

Category of Person Developmental Goals/ Aspirations 

Landless rural labourers More days of work and better wages; local school is able to 
provide quality education for their children; there is no social 
discrimination and they too can become leaders in the 
village. 

Prosperous farmers from Punjab  Assured high family income through higher support prices 
for their crops and through hardworking and cheap labourers; 
they should be able to settle their children abroad. 

Farmers who depend only on 
rain for growing crops. 

 

A rural woman from a land 
owning family 

 

Urban unemployed youth  

A boy from a rich urban family  

A girl from a rich urban family She gets as much freedom as her brother and is able to decide 
what she wants to do in life. She would like to be able to 
pursue her studies abroad. 
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An Adivasi from mining fields   

Person from fishing community 
in the coastal area 

 

  

 

Having filled Table 1.1, let us now examine it.  Do all these persons have the same notion of 
development or progress?  Most likely not.  Each one of them seeks different things. They seek things 
that are most important for them, i.e., that which can fulfil their aspirations or desires. In fact, at times, 
two persons or groups of persons may seek things which are conflicting.  A girl expects as much 
freedom and opportunity as her brother and that he also shares in the household work.  Her brother may 
not like this.  Similarly, to get more electricity, industrialists may want more dams.  But this may 
submerge the land and disrupt the lives of people who are displaced such as the tribals.  They might 
resent this and may just want small check dams or tanks to irrigate their land. 

WHOSE DEVELOPMENT? 

Figure 

If even the idea of what constitutes development can be varied and conflicting, then certainly there can 
be differences about ways of developing.  The ongoing protest over the Kudankulam Nuclear Power 
Project in the Tirunelveli district of Tamil Nadu is one such conflict.  The government of India set up the 
nuclear power plant in this quiet coastal town of fisher folks. The aim is to generate nuclear power to 
meet the growing energy needs of the country. The people in the region have protested on the grounds of 
safety, security and livelihood. A long struggle has ensued. Scientists, environmentalists, social activists 
who have been critical of the project, have stood by the people. Letters of protests to the government 
state “You are unable or unwilling to appreciate that in nuclear energy we are confronted not only with 
an immense power, but also an incredible potential for destruction. We want our coast and country 
protected from the radioactive peril. Stop the project. Look to renewable energy as an alternative. ” The 
government has responded that the plant has all the safety measures and, despite protests, is going ahead 
with the project. 

So, two things are quite clear from the above discussion: 

  (1) Different persons can have different developmental goals and 

 (2) What may be development for one may not be development for the other. It may even be 
destructive for the other. 

 

a) Read this newspaper report. … “A vessel dumped 500 tonnes of liquid toxic wastes into 
open-air dumps in a city and in the surrounding sea. This happened in a city Abidjan in 
Ivory Coast, a country in Africa. The fumes from the highly toxic waste caused nausea, skin 
rashes, fainting, diarrhoea etc. After a month seven persons were dead, twenty in hospital 
and twenty six thousand treated for symptoms of poisoning. A multinational company dealing 
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in petroleum and metals contracted a local company of the Ivory Coast to dispose the toxic 
waste from its ship.” (Adapted from article by Vaiju Naravane 16 September,2006 , The 
Hindu)” Now answer the following questions:                                                                     

(i) Who are the people who benefited and who did not?  

(ii) What should be the developmental goal for this country? 

b) What can be some of the developmental goals for your village or town or locality? 

c) What are the issues of conflict between government and the people living in regions of 
nuclear power plant?  

d) Do you know of any such controversy around development projects/policies? Find out the 
debates on either side. 

 

Sketch/poster: something of following - number of  humans spend as hunter gatherers (from 
about 200,000 years ago) - number of centuries since we began agriculture (from about 12,000 
years ago) - number of centuries since we began industries (from about 400 years ago) - are we 
there yet? 

 

INCOME AND OTHER GOALS 

If you go over Table 1.1 again, you will notice one common 
thing: what people desire are regular work, better wages, 
and decent price for their crops or other products that they 
produce. In other words, they want more income.  

Besides seeking more income – one-way or the other, 
people also seek things like equal treatment, freedom, 
security, and respect from others. They resent 
discrimination.  All these are important goals.  In fact, in some cases, these may be more important than 
more income or more consumption because material goods are not all that you need to live. Money, or 
material things that one can buy with it, are one factor on which our life depends. But the quality of our 
life also depends on non-material things mentioned above.  If it is not obvious to you, then just think of 
the role of your friends in your life. You may desire their friendship.  Similarly there are many things 

that are not easily measured but they mean a lot to 
our lives. These are often ignored.  Therefore, it 
will be wrong to conclude that what cannot be 
measured is not important.   

 

Image job choice- 3 heads dreaming of - more 
money - sure pension - near family 
Consider another example. If you get a job in a far 
off place, you would try to consider many factors, 
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apart from income. This could be facilities for your family, working atmosphere or opportunity to learn. 
In another case, a job may give you less pay but may offer regular employment that enhances your sense 
of security.  Another job, however, may offer high pay but no job security and also leave no time for 
your family.  This will reduce your sense of security and freedom.  

Similarly, for development, people look at a mix of goals. It is true that if women are engaged in paid 
work, their dignity in the household and society increases. However, it is also the case that if there is 
respect for women there would be more sharing of housework and a greater acceptance of women 
working outside. A safe and secure environment may allow more women to take up a variety of jobs or 
run a business.  

Hence the developmental goals that people have are not only about better income but also about other 
important things in life. 

 

1.  Why do different persons have different notions of development? Which of the following 
explanations is more important and why? 

a. Because people are different. 
b. Because life situations of persons are different. 

2. Do these two statements mean the same thing? Justify your answer. 
a. People have different developmental goals. 
b. People have conflicting developmental goals. 

3. Give some examples where factors other than income are important aspects of our lives. 
4. Explain some of the important ideas of the above section in your own words. 

 

HOW TO COMPARE DIFFERENT COUNTRIES OR STATES  

When we compare different things, they could have similarities as well as differences. Which aspects do 
we use to compare them? Let us look at students in the class itself.  How do we compare different 
students?  They differ in their height, health, talents and interests. The healthiest student may not be the 
most studious one. The most intelligent student may not be the friendliest one.  So, how do we compare 
students? The criterion we may use depends on the purpose of comparison.  We use different criteria to 
choose a sports team, a debate team, a music team or a team to organise a picnic.  Still, if for some 
purpose, we have to choose the criteria for the all-round progress of children in the class, how do we do 
it? 

Usually we take one or more important characteristics of persons and compare them based on 
these characteristics. For comparing countries, their income is considered to be one of the most 
important attributes. Countries with higher income are more developed than others with less income. 
This is done on the understanding that more income means more of all things that human beings need.  
Whatever people like, and should have, they will be able to get with greater income. So, greater income 
itself is considered to be one important goal. 

Now, what is the income of a country? Intuitively, the income of the country is the income of all the 
residents of the country.  This gives us the total income of the country. 

However, for comparison between countries total income is not such a useful measure. Since countries 
have different populations, comparing total income will not tell us what an average person is likely to 
earn. Are people in one country better off than others in a different country? Hence we compare the 
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average income, which is total income of the country divided by total population. The average income 
is also called per capita income. 

This criterion is used in World Development Report brought out by the World Bank to classify 
countries. Countries with per capita income of US $12,600 and above per annum in 2012 are called high 
income countries or rich countries. Those with per capita income of US $1,035 or less per annum in 
2012 are called low-income countries.  In 2012, India, with per capita   income of US$-----, falls in the 
category of middle income countries. However, until less than a decade ago, India came in the category 
of low income countries. As the per capita income in India rose faster than that of many countries, its 
position has improved. We will read more about growth of incomes of people in India in the next 
chapter.  

The rich countries, excluding countries of West Asia and certain other small countries are generally 
called developed countries.  

While ‘averages’ are useful for comparison, they also hide disparities.  

For example, let us consider two countries, A and B.  For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that 
they have only five citizens each.  Based on data given in Table 1.2, calculate the average income for 
both the countries.  

Table 1.2 

Comparison of two countries 

Country Monthly income of citizens in 2001 (in Rupees) 

I II III IV V Average 

Country A 9500 10500 9800 10000 10200  

Country B 500 500 500 500 48000  

 

Will you be equally happy to live in either of these countries? Are both equally developed? Perhaps 
some of us may like to live in country B if we are assured of being its fifth citizen but if it is a lottery 
that decides our citizenship number then perhaps most of us will prefer to live in country A. This is 
because even though both the countries have identical average income, country A is preferred because it 
has more equitable distribution.  In this country people are neither very rich nor extremely poor, while 
most citizens in country B are poor and one person is extremely rich. Hence while average income is 
useful for comparison it does not tell us how this income is distributed among people. 

Give a sketch showing 7-8 chairs and five persons. One person is spread on 4-5 chairs, and other 4 
persons are crowded around 2 chairs. In the second part of the sketch, show five persons sharing 4 chairs 
with the caption “Which one is more developed?”   

1. Give three examples where an average is used for comparing situations other than what is given 
here. 

2. Why do you think average income is an important criterion for development? Explain.  

3. Suppose records show that the average income in a country has been increasing over a period. 
From this, can we conclude that all sections of the economy have become better? Illustrate your 
answer with an example. 
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4. From the text, find out the per capita income level of middle-income countries as per World 
Development Report 2012. 

5. Write a paragraph on your notion of what India should do, or achieve, to become a developed 
country. 

INCOME AND OTHER CRITERIA  

When we looked at individual aspirations and goals, we found that people not only think of better 
income but also have goals such as security, respect of others, equal treatment, freedom etc in mind. 
Similarly, when we think of a nation or a region, we may, besides average income, think of other equally 
important attributes. 

Table 1.3  
Per Capita Income of Select States 

State Per Capita Income for 2012 (in 
rupees) 

Punjab 78,000 
Himachal 
Pradesh 

74,000 

Bihar 25,000 

What could these attributes be? Let us examine this through an example. Table 1.3 gives the per capita 
income of Punjab, Himachal Pradesh and Bihar.  We find that of the three, Punjab has highest per capita 
income and Bihar is at the bottom. This means that, on an average, a person in Punjab earned Rs.78,000 
in one year whereas, on an average, a person in Bihar would earn only around Rs. 25,000. So, if per 
capita income were to be used as the measure of development, Punjab would be considered the most 
developed and Bihar the least developed state of the three. Now, let us look at certain other data 
pertaining to these states given in Table 1.4.  

Table 1.4  

Some Comparative data on Select States 

State IMR per 1000 (2006) Literacy rate (%)
(2011) 

Net Attendance Rate 
(2006) 

Punjab 42 77 76 
Himachal Pradesh 36 84 90 
Bihar 62 64 56 
 

For explanation of some of the terms used in the Table 1.4, read the following. 

IMR stands for Infant Mortality Rate. Out of 1000 live children born, how many die within one year  

Literacy Rate: It measures the percentage of literate population in the 7 and above age group.  

Net Attendance Rate: Out of the total number of children in age group 6-17, the percentage of children 
attending school.   
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What does this table show?  First column of the table shows that in Himachal Pradesh out of 1000 
children born alive, 36 died before completing one year of age. In Punjab the proportion of children 
dying within one year of birth is 42. The last column shows the attendance rate and the pattern is the 
same. In Bihar half the children of school going age do not attend school.  

 

V.   Public Facilities 

How is it that the average person in Punjab has more income than the average person in Himachal 
Pradesh but lags behind in these crucial areas? The reason is money in your pocket cannot buy all the 
goods and services that you may need to live well.  So, income by itself is not a completely adequate 
indicator of material goods and services that citizens are able to use.  For example, normally, your 
money cannot buy you a pollution free environment or ensure that you get unadulterated medicines, 
unless you can afford to shift to a community that already has all these things.  Money may also not be 
able to protect you from infectious diseases, unless the whole of your community takes preventive steps. 

Actually for many of the important things in life the best way, also the cheapest way is to provide these 
goods and services collectively. Just think: will it be cheaper to have collective security for the whole 
locality or for each house to have its own security man?  What if no one, other than you, in your village 
or locality is interested in studying? Would you be able to study?   Not unless your parents could afford 
to send you to some private school elsewhere.  So you are actually able to study because many other 
children also want to study and because many people believe that the government should open schools 
and provide other facilities so that all children have a chance to study. Even now, in many areas, 
children, particularly girls, are not able to achieve secondary level schooling because government/ 
society has not provided required facilities. 

Some states have lesser Infant Mortality Rate because they have adequate provision of basic health and 
educational facilities.  Similarly, in some states, the Public Distribution System (PDS) functions well.  If 
some PDS shop, i.e. ration shop, does not function properly in such places, the people there are able to 
get it rectified.  Health and nutritional status of people of such states is certainly likely to be better. 

1. Look at data in Table is 1.3 and 1.4. Is Punjab as ahead of Bihar in literacy rate etc. as it is in 
terms of per capita income?  

2. Think of other examples where collective provision of goods and services is cheaper than 
individual provision. 

3. Does availability of good health and educational facilities depend only on amount of money spent 
by the government on these facilities? What other factors could be relevant? 

4. For a family in rural area in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh in 2009-2010, rice purchased from 
ration shops account for 53 and 33 per cent respectively. The rest they buy from markets. In 
West Bengal and Assam, only 11 and 6 per cent of rice is purchased from ration shops. Where 
would people be better off and why? 

 

Box: HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 

Once it is realised that even though the level of income is important, yet it is an inadequate measure of 
the level of development, we begin to think of other criterion. There could be a long list of such criteria 
but then it would not be so useful. What we need is a small number of the most important things. Health 
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and education indicators, such as the ones we used in comparison of Kerala and Punjab, are among 
them. Over the past decade or so, health and education indicators have come to be widely used along 
with income as a measure of development. For instance, Human Development Report published by 
UNDP compares countries based on the educational levels of the people, their health status and per 
capita income.  

It would be interesting to look at certain relevant data regarding India and its neighbours from Human 
Development Report 2013. 

 

Table 1.5 
Some data regarding India and its neighbours for 2013  

 

Country 

Per Capita 
Income in 

$ 

Life 
expectancy at 

birth 

Average 
years of 

schooling 

Expected 
Years of 

Schooling   

Human Development 
Index (HDI) rank in the 

world 

Sri Lanka 5170 75.1 9.3 12.7 92 

India 3285 65.8 4.4 10.7 136 

Pakistan 2566 65.7 4.9 7.3 146 

Myanmar 1817 65.7 3.9 9.4 149 

Bangladesh 1785 69.2 4.8 8.1 146 

Nepal 1137 69.1 3.2 8.9 157 
 
 Map the data of HDI 
NOTES to Table 1.5 

1 HDI stands for Human Development Index. HDI ranks in above table are out of 177 countries in all. 

2 Life expectancy at birth denotes the average expected length of life of a person at the time of birth. 

3 Average years of schooling: average number of years of education received by people ages 25 and older. 

4 Expected years of schooling: number of years of schooling that a child of school entrance age can expect to 
receive given the present enrolment rates. 

5 Per capita Income is calculated in US Dollars for all countries so that one can compare. It is also done in a way 
so that every dollar would buy the same amount of goods and services in any country.  

Isn’t it surprising that a small country in our neighbourhood, Sri Lanka, is much ahead of India in every 
respect and a big country like ours has such a low rank in the world? This Table also shows that though 
Nepal has half the per capita income of India, it is not far behind India in educational levels.  In terms of 
life expectancy at birth it is in fact ahead of India. 

Many improvements have been suggested in calculating HDI and many new components have been 
added to the Human Development Report. But, by pre-fixing “Human” to “Development”, it has made it 
very clear that what is happening to citizens of a country is important in development.  People, their 
health and their well-being are most important.   

 

Development as progress over time 
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Some countries are ahead of others in terms of human development indicators. Similarly, some states 
have better indicators of human development, though within a state there may be variations. Some 
districts may be more advanced than others.  Remember comparison and ranks have little use by itself. 
They are only useful, if they can make us think in meaningful ways as to why are some so behind the 
others? Low performance on any of the human development indicators is a sign that certain aspect of 
people’s lives needs more attention. Alternately, we could ask why are some ahead of others. Say, why 
are many more children in Himachal Pradesh going to school on an average than in other states (refer to 
Table 1.4)? 

To answer this let us look closely at what has come to be called ‘the schooling revolution in Himachal 
Pradesh’.  It has some interesting insights to offer, particularly, how so many factors need to come 
together to make change possible. Development is indeed a complex phenomenon. 

At the time of Indian independence, like most other states in India, Himachal Pradesh had very low 
levels of education. Being a hilly region, with low density of population in many villages, spread of 
schools particularly to the rural areas appeared as a big challenge. However, both the government of 
Himachal Pradesh and the people of the state were keen on education. How to translate this aspiration to 
reality for all the children?  

 

a kid dreaming 3 people – 1) factory owner to some saying education is to make you labourer 2) jhola 
wala: to some education is to make you spiritual 3) empty to me education is ?  
 

The government started schools and made sure that education was largely free or cost very little for 
parents. Further, it tried to ensure that these schools had the minimum facilities of teachers, classrooms, 
toilets, drinking water, etc. As the years went by, these facilities were improved and expanded. More 
schools were opened and teachers were appointed so that many more children could study easily.  Of 
course to open schools and run these well, the government had to spend money. Among the Indian 
states, Himachal Pradesh has the distinction of one of the highest spending from the government budget 
on education of each child.  In year 2005, the average spending on education by the government in 
Indian states was Rs 1,049 per child, Himachal Pradesh was spending Rs. 2,005 per child!  

The high priority on education paid off. In an intensive survey on schooling done in 1996 and repeated 
in 2006, the surveyors (the one who does a survey) noted: Students in Himachal Pradesh come to school 
enthusiastically. An overwhelming proportion of students enjoyed their schooling experience: “the 
teacher loves us and teaches us well” said Neha, enrolled in Class 4 in a village in Chamba. Children 
had dreams of studying till higher classes and aspirations to be policemen, scientists and teachers. The 
attendance rate was very high in primary classes, but also among older children. 

The norm in Himachal Pradesh has come to be at least 10 years of schooling for children.   

In many parts of the country, girls’ education is still given less priority by parents compared to boys’ 
education. While girls may study for a few classes, they may not complete their schooling.  A welcome 
trend in Himachal Pradesh is the lower gender bias.  Himachali parents have ambitious educational goals 
for their girls, just as for their boys.  Thus, in the 13-18 age group, a very high percentage of girls are 
completing class VIII and moving to secondary classes. This doesn’t mean there are no differences in 
the status of men and women, but the differences are less compared to many other regions, particularly 
north Indian states. 
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One may wonder why is the gender bias less. Besides education, this can be seen in other areas as well. 
Child mortality (children dying within a few years of birth) in Himachal Pradesh is lower for girls than 
for boys, in contrast to most other states. One major consideration is that many Himachali women are 
themselves employed outside the home. Women who work outside the homes are economically 
independent and self-confident. They have greater say in household decisions, including children’s 
education, health, birth, upkeep, etc. Also, being employed themselves, Himachali mothers expect their 
daughters to work outside home after marriage.  Schooling therefore comes naturally and has become a 
social norm.    

It has been seen that Himachali women have a comparatively high involvement in social life and village 
politics. Active mahila mandals can be found in many villages.   

Table 1.6 compares the progress in school education over time in Himachal Pradesh with the average of 
the Indian states.  

Table 1.6: Progress in Himachal Pradesh 

  
Himachal 
Pradesh India 

  1993 2006 1993 2006 
Percentage of Girls (6+ years) with more than 5 
years of education 39 60 28 40
Percentage of Boys (6+ years) with more than 5 
years of education 57 75 51 57

 

The comparison across two time points is indicative of development that has happened. Clearly, there 
has been greater development in schooling and spread of education in Himachal Pradesh than India as a 
whole. Though there is still a lot of difference in the average levels of education among boys and girls, 
i.e. across genders, there has been some progress towards greater equality in the recent years.  

 

    

Improve your learning  

1. What main criterion is used by the World Bank in classifying different countries? What are the 
limitations of the above criterion, if any? 

2. In what respects is the criterion used by the UNDP for measuring development different from the 
one used by the World Bank? 

3. Do you think there are certain other aspects, other than those discussed in the chapter that should 
be considered in measuring human development? 

4. Why do we use averages? Are there any limitations to their use? Illustrate with your own 
examples related to development. 

5. What lessons can you draw about the importance of income from the fact that Himachal Pradesh 
with lower per capita income has a better human development ranking than Punjab? 

6. Based on the figures in Table 1.6, fill the following:    
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Out of every 100 girls above 6 years of age, ___________girls had studied beyond the primary level in 
Himachal Pradesh in year 1993.  By year 2006, this proportion reached ____________ out of 100.  For 
India as a whole, the proportion of boys who had studied beyond primary level was only _________out 
of 100 in year 2006.   

7. Usually behind each social phenomenon there would be several explanations, and not one.   
What in your opinion are the factors that came together for the development of schooling 
in Himachal Pradesh?  

8. What is the per capita income of Himachal Pradesh? Do you think higher incomes can make 
it easier for parents to send children to school? Discuss. 

9. Why was it necessary for government to run schools in Himachal Pradesh?  

10. Why do you think parents accord less priority to girls education as compared to boys? 
Discuss in class. 

11. What is the relationship between women’s work outside their homes and gender bias? 

12. Right to Education Act, 2009 (RTE) declares that all children of the age of 6 to 14 years have 
the right to free education. And the government has to ensure building of sufficient 
schools in the neighbourhood, appoint properly qualified teachers and make all necessary 
provision. In the light of what you have read in this chapter and already know, discuss 
and debate the importance of this Act for (i) children, and (ii) human development.  
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INDIA: RELIEF FEATURES 

In this chapter we shall study about relief features of India. As a student, you may be 
curious to know about mountains, plains, plateaus, coastal areas, deserts and rivers in 
the country. Talk about two areas that you may wish to visit in the country and why? 

What are the relief features of Andhra Pradesh that you have read about in earlier 
classes? Explain with the help of a wall map or your atlas.  

As you study further use the atlas, wall maps & plastic relief 

maps that are in the school. 

 

 

Map 1.1: Location of India in the World 

 

 

 

 

Location 

 Look at the world map above, and write a few lines about India’s location with 

reference to the places marked on this map. 

 The lines of latitude and longitude are used for accurately specifying location of 

any place or region. Use the atlas and correct the following statement: 

o “India is a very extensive country and lies totally in the southern 

Hemispheres of the globe. The country’s mainland lies between 8 degree N 

and 50 degree N longitude and 68 degree S and 9 degree E latitude.”  

 Why do we often use the term “Indian peninsula”?  
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 Examine the map above and imagine that India is located in the Arctic Circle. 

How would your life be different?  

 Identify the Indira point on the atlas. What is special about this? 

 Andhra Pradesh lies between ……..and ……..N latitudes and …… and ….. E 

longitudes.  

 Using the scale given in your atlas can you estimate the length of the coast line for 

Andhra Pradesh? 

          The geographical location of India provides its vast diversity in climatic conditions. 

This has led to a variety of vegetation and life forms along with advantages for growing 

many kinds of crops. Its long coast line and location in the Indian Ocean enabled trade 

routes as well as fishing.   
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Map. 1.2: India – North-South, East-West Extent and Standard Meridian 
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Look at the Fig.1.2 

(i) Trace the boundary for India and color this.  

(ii) With the help of the scale given on the map, find out the total land boundary that 

India shares with Bangladesh.  

 

             In class IX you had read about longitudes and question of time and travel. From 

your atlas examine the Indian longitudinal extension. For India the central longitude 82° 

E is taken as Standard Meridian which passes near Allahabad. This is the reference for 

Indian Standard Time (IST) and this is 5½ hours ahead of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).  

Identify Ahmedabad and Imphal and explain the below observations:  

Rising and setting times for the Sun  

Date Location________ Location ________ ?
 

…Jan, 2013 

Sunrise 
Sunset 

 

Sunrise
Sunset

 

05:59 16:37 07:20 18:05 
 

 

 

 

 

Geological background: 

 Re read movement of the Earth’s crust from the class IX book. Indian 

landmass as part of Gondwana land originated due to geological formations and 

several other processes like weathering, erosion and deposition. These processes, 

over millions of years, have created and modified the physical features as they 

appear to us today.   
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 World land forms originated from two giant lands namely Angara land 

(Laurensia) and Gondwana land. The Indian peninsula was  part of Gondwana 

land. Over 200 million years ago Gondwana land split into pieces and the 

peninsular Indian plate moved towards north-west and collided the much larger 

Eurasian Plate (Angara land). Owing to the collision and immense compression 

force mountains evolved through a folding process over millions of years.  The 

present form of the Himalayas is a result of this process.  

           The breaking off from the northern corners of the peninsular plateau led to 

the formation of a large Basin. In course of time, this basin slowly got filled with 

deposition of sediments by the Himalayan rivers from north and Peninsular rivers 

form south. This created the very extensive, flat northern plains of India. Indian 

landmass displays great relief variations. The peninsular plateau is one of the 

ancient land blocks on the earth’s surface.   

 

 

   

Map. 1.3: Relief features of India 

 

 

 

List the Himalayan rivers and the Peninsular rivers that helped the formation of 

north Indian Plain. 

The formation of Himalayas was __________ million years ago while early 

hunter-gathering human beings emerged on earth _______ million years ago.  

 

Major Relief divisions:     
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 The relief divisions of Indian landmass can be divided into the following 

groups: 

1. The Himalayas 

2. The Indo-Gangetic Plain 

3. The Peninsular Plateau 

4. The Coastal plains 

5. The Desert 

6. The Islands. 

Look at the Map above and the raised plastic relief map in your school. Using your 

finger trace the regions mentioned below: 

Follow the course of Godavari and Krishna to identify the direction of slope of 

Deccan plateau. 

Describe the entire course of the Brahmaputra River, with reference to landforms, 

heights, and countries.  

 

 

The Himalayas: 

 The Himalayan ranges run in the west-east direction in the form of an arch 

with a distance of about 2400 kms. Their width differs from 500 kms, in the 

western regions to 200 kms in central and eastern regions. It is broader in western 

region.. There are also altitudinal variations across the regions. The Himalayas 

comprise three parallel ranges. These ranges are separated with deep valleys and 

extensive plateaus.  

       The northern most range is known as Greater Himalayas or Himadri. This 

range is most continuous consisting of the highest peaks with an average elevation 

of about 6100 mts.  
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Map. 1.4: Location of Himalayas  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Locate the three ranges in your atlas. 

Locate some of the highest peaks in the plastic relief map. 

     

         Greater Himalayas is composed of snow and ice cover. You find glaciers here. The 

seasonal cycle of accumulation of ice, movement and melting of glaciers are the sources 

for the perennial rivers. The portion of range found south of the Himalayas is called 

“Lesser Himalaya” which has the most rugged relief. These ranges are mainly composed 
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of highly compressed rocks. The height ranges from 3,700 to 4,500 mts.  The Pirpanjal 

and Mahabharata ranges form the important ranges of this region.  

The Lesser Himalaya ranges consist of the famous valley of Kashmir, the Kangra and 

Kulu  in Himachal Pradesh. This region is well known for many hill stations like Simla, 

Mussorie, Nainital, Raniket etc., and covered by evergreen forest.  

Trace your finger the above regions on the relief map and on the wall map. 

Find out the following places in Indian physical map of  your Atlas: 

Simla, Mussorie, Nainital and Raniket 

  

         The southern range of the Himalayas is Shivaliks. Shivalik extends over a width of 

10-50 kms, and have an altitude varying between 900 and 1100 mts.   These ranges are 

also called by different names in different regions: Jammu hills in Jammu region; Mishmi 

hills in Arunachal Pradesh; Cachar in Assam; etc. These parts consist of thick gravel and 

alluvium. The valleys lying between the Lesser Himalaya and Shivaliks ranges are called 

as Duns - Dehradun, Kotli Dun and Patli Dun are some of the prominent Duns.  

             The eastern most boundary of the Himalayas is the Brahmaputra valley. In 

Arunachal Pradesh beyond the Dihang valley, the Himalayas takes hair pin bend to the 

south and act as eastern boundary of India and run through the north eastern states. These 

divisions are known as ‘Purvanchal’ and mostly composed of sedimentary sand stones. 

Regionally the Purvanchal are known as Patkai hills, the Naga hills, Manipuri hills, and 

Khasi and Mizo hills.  

 Locate  the following ranges in Indian physical map of  your Atlas 

 State/ states 

      Purvanchal   

      Patkai  

      Naga hills  

      Manipuri hills  
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        The formation of the Himalayas influences the climate in various ways. These are 

sentinels of the northern frontiers of India and act like barriers protecting the great plains 

of India from the cold winds of central Asia during severe winter. The Himalayas are 

reason for summer rains and monsoon type climate in regions that are beyond the western 

ghats of India. In its absence this region would have remained drier. The Himalayan 

Rivers have a perennial flow since these are fed by the glaciers. The silt brought down 

has contributed to making these plains very fertile.  

 

Map. 1.5 : Classification of Himalayas on the Basis of Geographical Location 

          The Indo-Gangetic Plain:  

             The interaction of the three Himalayan rivers, Indus, Ganga and Brahmaputra and 

their tributaries resulted in the formation of great northern plain. In the beginning (about 

20 million years ago) it was a shallow basin that was gradually filled with varied alluvial 

soil that these rivers brought from the Himalayas.            

       The Indo-Gangetic Plains in India broadly comprises three divisions.  

1) The western part was formed by the Indus and its tributaries, the Jhelum, the Chenab, 

the Ravi, the Beas and the Sutlej flowing from the Himalayas. Most of the Indus river 

basin is located in Pakistan leaving minor portion of Punjab and Haryana plains in India. 

In this region the ‘Doab’ features dominate the fertile land between the two rivers.  

Map. 1.6 : Location of Indo-Gangetic-Brahmaputra Plain 

        2) The central part is famously known as the Ganga plain. It extends from the rivers 

Ghaggar to Teesta. This part is mainly spread in the states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and 

partly in Haryana, Jharkhand and West Bengal. Here the river Ganga, Yamuna and their 

tributaries Son, Kosi etc drain.  
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3) The Eastern part of the plain exists mostly in the Brahmaputra valley of Assam and the 

river Brahmaputra is the mainly responsible for its formation.  

 

     The Himalayan rivers while flowing down deposit gravel and pebble sediments in a 

narrow belt of 8 to 16 kms width found parallel to foot hills of Shivaliks. This feature is 

known as ‘Bhabar’. Bhabar is porous in nature small rivers and streams flow 

underground through Bhabar and reappear in lower areas and form a swampy and marshy 

region called Terai. The region had thick forest and rich variety of wild life. However, 

owing to migrations at the time of India’s partition, most of the Terai zone has now been 

cleared and used for agricultural operations. South of the Terai region, fine alluvium 

plain regions are found. 

  The Peninsular Plateau: 

      The Indian plateau is also known as peninsular plateau as it is surrounded by the sea 

on three sides. It is mainly composed of the old crystalline, hard igneous and 

metamorphic rock. Large amounts of metallic and non metallic mineral resources are 

found in the Indian plateau. It has broad and shallow valleys with rounded hills. The 

topography of the plateau is slightly tilted towards east and the Western and Eastern 

Ghats form the western and eastern edges respectively. The southernmost tip of the 

plateau is Kanyakumari. 

            The peninsular plateau consists of two broad divisions namely, the central high 

lands (Malwa plateau) and the Deccan Plateau. On physical map of India adjunct to and 

south of the Gangetic plains and north of the river Narmada you can identify central 

highlands.  Prominent plateaus here are Malwa plateau on the western side and  towards 

the east there is the Chotanagapur plateau. In comparison to Gangetic plains the 

plateau region is dry. The rivers are not perennial. The irrigation for the second 
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crop depends on deep tube wells and tanks. Identify rivers that are towards the 

north in the central high lands. The region has rich mineral resources.             

Locate the following in Indian physical map of  your Atlas and on the plastic relief 

map:  

 Malwa plateau, Bundel khand, Bhagel khand, Rajamahal Hills and Chotanagapur 

plateau 

Using an atlas compare the relative heights of above plateau with that of Tibetan 

plateau 

                                

    The portion of peninsular plateau lying to the south of Narmada, which is a triangular 

landmass, is called the Deccan plateau. Satpura range forms the Deccan plateau’s north 

extension while the Mahadev the Kaimur and a portion of Maikal range are the eastern 

extensions. Western Ghats, Eastern Ghats and Nilgiris form western, eastern and southern 

boundaries respectively.  

       The Western Ghats lie parallel to the west coast. The structure of Western Ghats is 

continuous with a few passes as the gateway to the coastal plains. The Western Ghats are 

higher than the Eastern Ghats. Thus for the Deccan plateau region west-east slope is seen. 

The Western Ghats extends for a distance of 1600 kms. Near Gudalur the Nilgiris joins 

the Western Ghats and they rise to over a height of about 2000 mts. The famous hill 

station Udagamandalam, popularly known as Ooty, is located in Nilgiris and Doda Betta 

(2637 mts) is one of the highest peaks. Western Ghats include the Annaimudi, Palani 

(Tamilnadu) and Cardamam (Kerala) hills.   Annaimudi (2695 mts) of Annamalai hills is 

the highest peak in south India. 

       The Eastern Ghats extends from Mahanadi valley in the north to Nilgiris in the south. 

However Eastern Ghats are not continuous. Rivers that originate in Western Ghats like 

Godavari and Krishna cut across its plateau and joins the Bay of Bengal. The average 

height of the Eastern Ghats rarely exceeds 900 mts. The highest peak in Eastern Ghats is 
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found at Chinthapalli (1680 mts., in Andhra Pradesh). Nallamalas, Velikondas, Palkondas 

and Seshachela are some of the hilly tracts of Eastern Ghats. One of the remarkable 

features of the peninsular plateau is black soils formed due to volcanic activity. 

*** Look at the plastic relief map and identify the above places on the map. 

*** Compare the relative heights of peaks in Western and Eastern Ghats with that of 

Tibetan plateau and Himalayan peaks. 

The Thar Dessert: 

       The Thar Desert is located on the lee ward side of Aravalies and receives very low 

amount of rainfall, ranging from 100 to 150 mm per year. The desert consists of an 

undulating sandy plain covered with sand dunes. It occupies much of Rajasthan. It has an 

arid climate with very low vegetation cover. Streams appear during rainy season and 

disappear soon after. ‘Luni’ is the only known river in this area.  

 

Indira Gandhi canal, which is the longest canal in the country 

(650kms), is feeding the Thar desert. Hence several hectares of desert 

land has been brought under cultivation. 

 

 The Coastal plains: 

     The southern part of the peninsular plateau is bordered by narrow coastal strips along 

the Arabian Sea on the west and the Bay of Bengal on the east. The western coast starts 

from Rann of Katch and ends at Kanyakumari. It is narrower than east coast. This plain is 

uneven and separated by hilly terrain. It can be divided into three parts: 

1) Konkan Coast – this is the northern part. It touches Maharashtra and Goa. 

2) Kenara – this the middle part. It includes coastal plain of Karnataka. 
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3) Malabar coast – this is the southern part, mostly in the state of Kerala. 

         Bay of Bengal plains are wide and have large surface structure. It stretches from 

Mahanadi in Orissa to Cauvery deltas in Tamil Nadu. These plains formed by  rivers 

Mahanadi, Godavari, Krishna and the Cauvery and are very fertile. Like the northern 

plains these deltas too are  agriculturally developed. Coastal zone also enables rich 

fishing resources. Lakes like Chilka  in Orissa and Kolleru and Pulicat (Andhra Pradesh) 

are other important features of the coastal plain.   

 

On the physical map of India identify the delta regions. How is their 

height similar or different? How do they compare in relation to the 

northern plains?  

 

     The Islands: 

There are two groups of Islands - Andaman and Nicobar Islands stretched in Bay of 

Bengal and Lakshadweep islands in the Arabian Sea. Andaman and Nicobar Islands is an 

elevated portion of submerged mountain parts running from Myanmar Mountain Arkan 

Yoma.  In Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Narkondam and Barren islands are volcanic 

origin. The southernmost tip of India is found in Nicobar Island called as Indira point 

which was submerged during the 2004 Tsunami. Lakshadweep Islands are of coral origin. 

Its total geographic area is 32 sq.kms. This group of Island is famous for great variety of 

flora and fauna.  

In conclusion it is important to note that there is vast diversity in the landforms in which 

Indian people live. Some areas are irrigated by the mighty rivers flowing from the 

Himalayas and some by the rain fed rivers from Western ghats and its forests. Many 

places are located in the valleys others in the mountains.  
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Improve your learning  

 

1. The sun rises two hours earlier in Arunachal Pradesh as compared to Gujarat in the  west. 

But the watches show the same time. How does this happen? 

2.  If the Himalayas would have not been in its present position how would be the climatic 

conditions of the Indian sub continent?  

3.  The Himalayas do not extend into which of the following places:  

Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Sikkim, Haryana, Punjab, Pakistan 

4  Which are the major physiographic divisions of India? Contrast the relief of the 

             Himalayan region with that of the peninsular plateau. 

5.  What is the influence of the Himalayas on Indian agriculture? 

6. Indo- Gangetic plains have high density of population.  Find the reasons.  

       7.   On an outline map of India show the following: 

    (i) Mountain and hill ranges – the Karakoram, the Zaskar, the Patkai Bum, the 

             Jaintia, the Vindhya range, the Aravali, and the Cardamom hills. 

   (ii) Peaks – K2, Kanchenjunga, Nanga Parbat and the Anai Mudi. 

  (iii) Plateaus - Chotanagapur and Malwa 

 ( iv) The Indian Desert, Western Ghats, Lakshadweep Islands 

       8. Use an atlas and identify the following: 

 (i). The Islands formed due to Volcanic eruption. 

 (ii). The countries constituting Indian Subcontinent. 

 (iii). The states through which the Tropic of Cancer passes. 

 (iv). The northernmost latitude in degrees. 

 (v). The southernmost latitude of the Indian mainland in degrees. 

 (vi). The eastern and the western most longitude in degrees. 

 (vii).The place situated on the three seas. 

 (viii).The strait separating Sri Lanka from India. 
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 (ix). The Union Territories of India. 

    9. How are the Eastern coastal plains and western coastal plains similar or different .  

    10. Plateau regions in India do not support agriculture as much as the plain regions – what are 

the reasons for this? 

 

Project: Using the relief map, and physical maps in the atlas of your book make clay/ sand 

models of Indian on the ground. Use different types of sand or soil to mark different types of 

relief features. Ensure heights of the places are proportional and rivers are marked. Look at the 

vegetation map in your atlas and try to use leaves and grasses to decorate them. May be over the 

years you can also add other features of India into them.  

Image ideas:  

Himalayan glacier  

Simla view  

Eastern Himalaya view ? /  Nepal Himalaya view  

 

Brahmaputra valley – Assam village view  

View of Delta from Chirapoonjee  

 

 



People and Settlement 

What is a settlement? 

Look around the city or town or village in which you live. You will find that the buildings, roads, 
drains, etc. are organized in some way. This arrangement varies widely across the world, as we shall 
see a little later.  

The way we organize ourselves and our living spaces in a place is called a settlement – that is, the 
geographic space where we live and work.  In a settlement, we have different kinds of activities – 
educational, religious, commercial, etc.  

In this chapter we will take a brief look at some aspects of human settlement and the geography 
related to it. 

Field work 

Look at your own city, town, or village. Draw a sketch map of a selected area using the methods you 
had learnt earlier.  Your map should show the following: 

Roads; Houses; Shops and markets; Streams and drains; some Pubic places - hospitals, schools, bus 
stand, railway station etc; 

 Are the public places at points that would be convenient to most people? 

 Do you find any pattern in the location of markets? 

 Are the houses in clusters? Are they linked to the main road?  

 Do you think drainage is essential in planning of a settlement? 

     Talk to people in the selected area and find out the changes in the settlement during the past 
twenty years and the reasons for this.  

     What amenities should have been provided for but has not been done?   

 

How did settlements begin? 

Early humans hunted and gathered their food. That is why they were called hunter-gatherers. They 
were nomadic i.e., they kept moving from place to place. This was in search of food – gathering food 
from plants and trees, and hunting animals for meat, hide (animal skin), and other uses. They started 
making and using tools – initially made of stone. With these tools, they were able to hunt more 
effectively and efficiently.  

For about 1.8 lakh years humans lived in bands as hunter-gatherers.  They did not practice 
agriculture. However owing to changes in the supply of food, some bands took to the deliberate 
production of food in a way called agriculture. This was only 10,000 years ago.  It brought about 
many changes in human lifestyles. People did not have to travel over large areas to obtain food. They 
could now increasingly stay in one place. As hunter-gatherers, they were nomadic, but as 
agriculturalists, they were increasingly sedentary (staying in one place). 



Compare and contrast 

Using the information above, compare and contrast nomadic and sedentary life styles. See how many points you can 
identify. (Make another table if the space is not enough here.) 

Nomadic life style Sedentary life style 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Expansion of agriculture and emergence of towns  

As agriculture progressed, people were increasingly able to observe patterns in nature. For example, 
the seasonal cycles, how to predict climatic conditions, how to predict cropping practices (sowing, 
harvesting, etc.), and so on. They also had time to speculate on other things – the movements of 
heavenly bodies, for example. Population sizes also increased. 

As populations increased, there was more specialization - weavers, potters, metal workers emerged. 
The number of goods produced increased and so did the trade in them.  Rulers began to encourage 
craft persons to settle in urban areas.  Urban settlements i.e. towns where people did not work in 
agriculture expanded.   

 As settlements became larger, they also became more complex because there were more functions to 
be performed – food production was not the only concern. Within each settlement, people specialised 
in certain skills.  Many goods were produced for the market and sold to traders, who carried them to 
far off places. 

How do settlements change?       

Settlements change for many reasons. Read the following story about the Delhi. 

The city of Delhi can claim to have been central to many empires that ruled India. When India 
gained independence the city remained its capital. But as you would have read elsewhere in this 
textbook and in earlier classes, partition at the time of independence resulted in mass migration – in 
and out. Hence one challenge for this city was accommodating the new population and settling them 
in new areas. Over the decades, the city has attracted people from all parts of India as they migrated 
in search of livelihood, jobs etc.  As the capital of the country, with the Parliament and Central 
Government offices, there are people from all parts living in the city.  

Today, Delhi is the second largest city with more than 16,000,000 people. In 1951 this was near 
2,000,000.  During the last 60 years it has grown 8 times. This rise in population was mostly due to 
in-migration. This has changed the composition and settlement patterns of the city.  

Let us begin by looking at the types of areas where people live in Delhi. Though the data is for the 
year 2000, the pattern of settlement remains the same.  We find that there were different types of 



slum areas or areas of the poor in the city. All of them started as being unauthorised colonies. Later 
on some of these areas were regularised and accepted by local authorities as valid settlements. These 
became the designated slum areas or resettlement colonies or regularized –unauthorised colonies.  
However other areas continue without being accepted as legal settlements such as the Juggi Jhopdi 
clusters & Unauthorised colonies.  There were also some villages within the city. In all, as seen in 
the table below, only about 24% of the populations were living in colonies that had proper legal 
status.  

Type of Settlement    Est Population in 2000 (‘000s)   Percentage of Total 

Population of City 

Juggi Jhopdi clusters    20.72      14.8 

Slum designated areas    26.64      19.1 

Unauthorised colonies    7.4      5.3 

Juggi Jhopdi resettlement colonies  17.76      12.7 

Rural villages     7.4      5.3 

Regularised-unauthorised colonies  17.76      12.7 

Urban villages     8.88      6.4 

Planned colonies    33.08      23.7 

Total      139.64      100 

Source: Statement 14.4 of the Delhi Economic Survey 2008-09 (Government of Delhi 2009 

Every city usually has a master plan to design and allocate different types of areas. In any city there 
should be housing areas, markets, schools, industrial areas, office areas, parks and recreational areas 
and so on. Based on this planners can decide what types of roads, how much water or electricity, 
how to dispose waste, how to clean sewage etc would be necessary. The city of Delhi had three such 
master plans. However, if we look at the current scenario it would be noted that these plans have not 
been implemented. In fact, Delhi has grown in an unplanned manner. A planned colony usually has 
all facilities in place. Government has to announce areas demarcated for different purposes.  The 
constructions in that area are expected to follow such an order. However, it is clear that such plans 
have not been followed.  

On one hand there is growing population in the cities and on the other hand there is long delay in 
planning and announcing how the areas are to be used. People who migrate to the city looking for 
work occupy land without necessary permission and build on it in the way they can afford with no 
help or facility from anyone.  They remain unauthorized for long periods. When the plan is finally 
announced these areas may be demarked for a different purpose.  

A conflict situation is created that can’t be easily solved. People then seek political patronage to 
protect their homes that face a constant threat of eviction. These colonies have no authorization and 
are not likely to get one because the master plan has ignored the previous history of settlement and 
did not recognize them. As a result few facilities are provided by local government bodies. These 
people are the poor that provide essential services for the city. A constant source of corruption to get 
things done becomes a norm.  

Some areas of Delhi, which had been villages in the past, have been taken over by either large 
builders or farmers who invested money to build houses on their farms. This may not be along the 
approved lines of the master plan. Sometimes villages themselves transformed their houses to 
accommodate large number of migrant population. Over the years some such colonies have got the 
approval. The city continues to have people who depend on traditional livelihoods like rearing 
buffaloes for milk or making earthen pots since these goods are required by the city.  



Many parts of the city, which traditionally have been common lands, are now occupied as bastis or 
slums.  These could be areas that were on the river banks or earlier grazing lands. They are owned by 
local body. The people living in such areas are often the poor. These areas may not have proper 
streets, drainage, and are overcrowded. Legally some of them have been notified as slums while 
others are not. On many occasions there were conflicts on land rights. Often big builders or DDA 
itself would force people to be evicted from the land that they have been living for a long time. The 
compensation given under such circumstances may not be sufficient for them either to re-locate back 
to their native places or afford a residence in planned areas of the city. Thus it often ends up that 
people move from one area to another and they occupy a new location that is not notified. Over time 
the process repeats itself. Thus settlements have been growing in an unplanned manner.  

 Find out what factors have influenced the settlement of your place in the past ten years? 

What kinds of places attracted settlements? 

To understand this, we need to look at these basic concepts: (1) site, and (2) situation (3) the history 
of the place. 

Site refers to the characteristics of the place – its topography, altitude, water characteristics (does it 
have lakes, rivers, underground water, etc.), types of soils, security, shelter from natural forces, and 
so on.  

In early settlement periods, places which had favourable water supply and good protection from 
invasions were preferred. For example, Chhatrapati Shivaji built a fort in Pratapgad, Maharashtra. 
This site was chosen because of its altitude from where all the surrounding areas could be seen. This 
provided military security.  

Image  



Places do not exist in isolation. They are in some way connected to other places. Situation describes 
the connections with other places. For example: Visakhapatnam is located on the coast and connects 
Andhra Pradesh to many places in and outside of India.  

Visakhapatnam has a long history. It was ruled by different dynasties during pre-colonial times. 
During the 19th century, the British and French fought a naval battle over this city. Coastal places 
were of immense significance for colonial powers because they could build ports there. These ports 
would enable export of raw materials to the colonizing country. 

In fact, cities such as Mumbai and Chennai were further developed by the colonial powers to better 
exploit the natural resources of India. The fight for Visakhapatnam was for similar reasons. 
Visakhapatnam as we now know is made up of several other places. After the British took it over, its 
boundaries were redrawn several times and have been constantly expanding. 

Over the centuries, Visakhapatnam’s population has grown significantly (see Table below). This 
growth is a result of the importance of Visakhapatnam’s importance as a port city. This population 
increase also indicates growth in economic and social opportunities. 

Table: Historical population of Visakhapatnam 

 

Population change in Visakhapatnam 

1. In the population data above, are the numbers reported for every decade? If not, which decade’s 



data is not reported here? 

2. From which decade to which decade has the population increase been the highest (in 
percentage)? 

3. From which decade to which decade has the population increase been the least (in percentage)? 

4. Plot the absolute population of Visakhapatnam on a line graph covering 1901-2011. What 
observations can you make about the changes in the absolute population size? 

 

 

IMAGE Image caption: Vishakhapatnam is on the coast, connecting AP to other places. (Source: 
Sureshiras at en.wikipedia)  NOTE TO EDITOR: Original source of full size image: 
http://bit.ly/172QHnN (No copyright permission required).  

Attached image file name:  Vizag_Seaport_aerial_view.jpg 



It is not just huge port cities that are connected to other places. All places are connected to each 
other. It is only a question of whether the connection is direct or indirect.  

The weekly village market in a village is a very important way through which places connect. The 
bigger the weekly market is, the more important that village is. At these weekly markets, people 
from several neighboring villages converge and conduct trade.  

Some villages also host an annual fair which is a larger market along with many cultural elements. 
Many events are held including music, dance, theatre, etc. Both the weekly markets and such fairs 
are also important to plant and animal genetics in the area because local seeds and livestock breeds 
are traded here. These fairs also result in intermarriage among people from different villages.  

The villages that are best connected (most often by road, but river and other connections are also 
important in some places) have the most vibrant markets and fairs. 

Review site and situation… 

Column A contains features of a place. In column B, write site, if it is a site feature or situation, if it is a situation 
feature. In column C, write in what ways could this feature impact.  

A B C 

1. Soil type is clay.   

2. Rainfall is heavy.   

3. Its main market is 45 kms by road from the coast.   

4. It has gently sloping land.   

5. It is on the main railway line.   

6. It does not have a hospital.   

7. It has many agricultural fields.   

8. It is connected by mobile towers to all other places    

9. It is within 10 minutes’ walking distance from the 
river. 

  

10. It has one rice mill.   

 

 

 

Field work … Understanding the settlement of your place 

Go to some of the production locations you have noted (farms, factories, offices, shops, quarries etc.) in your map and 
find out where they get raw materials/ inputs from and where they send their goods. Which raw materials come from 
within your settlement? Similarly, find out whether the finished goods are sold only in your own settlement or sent to 



other places (if other places, find out where).  Why did production begin here?  

Give some example of a site feature that has influenced production in the area. 

Give some examples of situation features that influenced production in your area. 

How was production influenced by the history of the place? 

 

How are settlements organized? 

As settlements become more and more diversified in their characteristics, they also became more and 
more complex. Gradually, a network of places in a hierarchy has been formed (i.e., different levels of 
complexity).  

Thus, for more complex needs, you have to go a bigger place. For example: a big village or small 
town may have a Primary Health Centre (PHC). A PHC may be able to treat people for minor 
problems such as cold, cough, flu, small injuries, etc. However, if you need some simple surgery, 
you will need to go to a bigger town. If you need heart surgery, brain surgery, or MRI scan (a 
method of taking a picture of the internal parts of your body), you will have to go to a big city where 
such a high-technology hospital is located. A high-technology hospital is usually not located in an 
isolated village. 

Consider your own place … 

The bigger a place is, the more variety of services you can find there. Take educational facilities as an example. This 
exercise can help illustrate how more specialized services are found in bigger places (i.e., places that are higher in the 
hierarchy). 

1. What are levels of schooling you can get in your place? E.g.: primary, high school, higher secondary (“+2”), 
college (undergraduate, postgraduate). 

2. If you want to study beyond the highest level offered in your place, where would you have to go? 

3. What kind of professional courses can you join in your place? E.g.: engineering, medicine, commerce, technical 
diploma, etc.  

4. If you want some other professional course, where will you have to go? 

 



Atlas work … 

Open your atlas and look at a map of India. Notice how different places are shown using different sizes of symbols. 
National capital, state capital, other cities, etc. How many levels are shown using different symbols? Are tiny villages 
shown? Create your own table and arrange the places in decreasing order (i.e., most prominent place at the top, less 
prominent places as you go down). Here is an example table for you. Two examples are shown, fill in details for other 
places. 

Level in the hierarchy Type of place Name Symbol used 

1 National capital New Delhi Star 

2 State capital Hyderabad Large, dark black dot 

3    

 

Repeat this kind of study for any other country of your choice. 

 

The Census of India, organizes settlements in India using certain criteria. In the box item below, the 
Census department’s definitions of various settlement types are given. Read them carefully and 
complete the exercise.  

Urbanisation in India 

In India, nearly 350 million i.e. one-third of population lives in cities and towns. This change in 

settlement pattern in India – people taking up non-agricultural work and living in cities and towns – 

called urbanization has been increasing over the last few decades. A considerable section of 

population in the 1950s lived in 5.6 lakh villages and there were only 5 cities that had a population 

of more than 1 million each and the number of cities with 1 lakh population was about 40. Today 

the number of villages has increased to 6.4 lakhs and about 850 million people live in these 

villages. Three cities – Mumbai, Delhi and Kolkata - accommodate more than 10 million people 

each. There are more than 50 cities that have a population of 1 million.  

Most of the population increase in cities and towns took place as a consequence of natural growth 

within the urban areas. The population of these urban areas increased over time. Some of the 

growth in urban settlements took place by expansion, with the inclusion of rural areas surrounding 

older cities and towns.  Only a small – one-fifth of the growth is due to rural to urban migration and 

this has largely been observed in …..   

 

Though there has been an increase in urbanisation the necessity of providing basic infrastructure that 
can support this growth is missing. You require roads, drainage, electricity, water and other public 
facilities. The necessary infrastructure for urbanisation is very weak. Government intervention is 



making some headway in improving the urban infrastructure particularly those associated with road 
transport.  However the provision for electricity, water and health infrastructure are not sufficient. 
For poorer people in the cities and towns this situation is even worse.  

 
How urban India contributes to India’s economic development? Service sector activities 

such as finance, insurance, real estate and business related service activities such as transport, 

storage and communication contribute much than industrial activities. There is no major growth of 

industrial output over the last few decades.  

Living in or moving into cities and towns is a boon only for a few and for specific castes. 

Although the level of poverty in urban areas is relatively lower than what is noticed in rural areas, 

there is a huge gap between the average income of a low income family and a high income family 

and the gap has also been increasing in cities and towns. Incomes earned in urban areas by the SC/ 

STs are far lower than other caste groups. In 2009-10, only about one-sixth of urbanites belonging 

to castes other than SC/ STs were poor whereas in the case of SC/ STs urbanites the poverty level 

is double. Most of these poor live in non metropolitan towns and work in unorganized sector.   

Classification of settlements based on the population: 

Settlement type Criteria used  Examples 

Mega Cities Cities having more than 10 
million persons  

 Greater Mumbai UA (population 18.4 million) 

 Delhi UA (population16.3 million) 

 Kolkata UA (population 14.1 million). 

Metropolitan Cities / 
Million Plus cities 

Cities having population 
between one million to 10 
million 

 Chennai (8.6 million) 

 Hyderabad (7.8 million) 

 Ahmedabad (6.2 million) 

Cities/ Class 1 cities 
Urban areas having 
population between 1 lakh to 
one million 

With the help of your teacher identify 3 cities and give the 
details of population within Andhra Pradesh  

Towns 
All the urban areas having 
population between 5000 to 
1 lakh 

With the help of your teacher identify 3 towns and give the 
details of population in / nearby your area  

Revenue / Census 
Village 

A village with defined 
borders 

With the help of your teacher identify and identify 3 revenue 
villages and give the details of population in / nearby your 
area  

Hamlets 
A group of houses within the 
revenue village 

With the help of your teacher identify one or two in a 
revenue village in / nearby your area 



Indian settlements in hierarchy 

Given below is a pyramid. The bottom-most part of the pyramid shows the lowest level of the 
settlement hierarchy according to the Indian census. The top-most shows highest level. Fill in the 
details that are left blank: 

1. The name given to the particular level of settlement (Two examples are shown). 
2. Give one example of a settlement from Andhra Pradesh (except in Mega cities. Why?). 
3. Try to place the town where you live (if you live in a village show the town in which your 

school is located) at the correct level. In the space below, give 1 or 2 reasons for your choice.  
4. Do you think settlements should be classified only on the basis of population? Can you think 

of any other way? Discuss with your teacher and identify the criteria for such classification.  

Lower�level�
(Smaller�places)�

Higher�level�
(Bigger�places)�

Hamlets�

Mega�Ci es�

Very�small�rural�se lement�without�no fied�governing�body.�

Courtesy:�The�Indian�Ins tute�of�Geographical�Studies,�©�2013�‐‐�  

Into the future, India is poised to follow the trend of many ‘economically developed’ nations 
in becoming predominantly urban. A new kind of urban settlement, called aerotropolis, is also 
emerging. We take a look at this below. 

 

Aerotropolis – jet-age city 

A new kind of settlement is occurring in many countries, including India. These settlements are 
centered around large airports. Hence the name aerotropolis (or airport city).  

An aerotropolis is a city that is centred on an airport. The airport functions as a city in its own right. 
Many facilities (hotels, shopping, entertainment, food, business conferencing, etc.) are provided right 
there. People can fly in, conduct their business with their counterparts right there, and fly out – with 
all the comfort of a city, without the traffic and other problems. 

Some form of aerotropolises is emerging in these places in India: Bengaluru International Airport, 
Indira Gandhi International Airport (Delhi), and Rajiv Gandhi International Airport (Hyderabad).  

Elsewhere, examples of emerging aerotropolises include: Suvarnabhoomi International Airport 
(Bangkok, Thailand), Schiphol airport (Amsterdam, Netherlands), Dubai International Airport 
(Dubai, UAE), Cairo International Airport (Cairo, Egypt), and London Heathrow Airport (London, 
UK). 

 

 



Review future settlement concepts … 

1. What is at the centre of an aerotropolis? 

2. Name any two facilities located at or near the centre of an aerotropolis. 

3. On an outline map of the world, locate and label the cities given in the examples above. Name 
the country and the airport also on the map. Remember to use different types of text to identify 
the name of the country and the names of the cities and airports. Thus, it will be very easy to see 
which words are names of countries, and which are for cities and their airports. 

4. Suppose the place you have studied for this chapter gets an aerotropolis near it. Mention 3 ways 
in which the site features of your place may change. Similarly, mention 3 ways in which the 
situation features of your place may change. 

 

Urbanization problems 

Increasing urbanization is not just about greater opportunities for people, more economic 
productivity, etc. It also results in many problems. The growing urban population has to be housed. It 
needs water supply, sewage and other waste disposal, transportation, and many other things. All 
these result in environmental stress. As vehicle use increases urban air pollution increases causing 
health problems and localized climatic change. Improper sewage disposal can also lead to greater 
threat of infectious diseases.  

One of the impacts of increased urbanization is the use of materials that either do not degrade or take 
a long time to do so. This produces waste that has to be disposed of. Where do we put such waste? 
As urban areas expand, the waste is increasingly pushed to rural areas where they are either just 
dumped or taken to waste treatment plants. Look at the case study below. 



The Hindu 

BERHAMPUR, December 11, 2012  

Villagers up in arms against solid waste management plant 
Staff Reporter  

The proposed solid waste treatment plant of the Berhampur Municipal Corporation (BMC) has faced another 
stumbling block. 

Villagers of Mohuda area have started to protest against establishment of this waste treatment plant near their 
village. According to them, if this solid waste treatment plant was established near Mohuda pollution caused by 
it may affect a population of around 30,000 people as well as around 10,000 domestic animals of the area. 

They also sent a memorandum to the administration in this regard. Sarpanch of Mohuda panchayat Sadhana 
Mohanty and some educational institutes of the area also expressed concern over this proposed waste 
management project of the BMC. 

Earlier, this solid waste treatment plant was proposed to be established at Chandania hill on the outskirts of the 
city. Twenty acres of land had also been earmarked for the purpose. 

Boundary wall 

As per Berhampur Municipal Corporation sources, a boundary wall had been built up around the land patch at a 
cost of over 50 lakh rupees. 

But it was found that the land at Chandania hill was forest land and unless it was transferred to revenue 
department and consequently to the Berhampur Municipal Corporation, the waste treatment plant cannot b 
established on the land. 

So, an alternative site was searched for the proposed solid waste treatment plant on the outskirts of the city. 
Government land of over 30 acres located near Mohuda village was chosen for the purpose. 

But from the very beginning the proposal has received opposition from peasants and villagers of the area. 

As per a survey made in 2009, Berhampur was producing over 150 tons of solid waste every day. 

In three years it must have increased, say Berhampur Municipal Corporation authorities. Nature of solid waste 
also changes every day as per change in lifestyle of inhabitants. 

Survey 

In February a survey was conducted in the city to assess the nature of solid waste generated in the area. 

International Financial Corporation (IFC) is providing technological and tactical support for the solid waste 
management project to be established by the Berhampur Municipal Corporation. 

Activities: 

1. Using your atlas, locate Berhampur. 

2. What is the issue about which the people of Mohuda village are upset? 

3. How many people and animals are expected to be adversely affected by the facility? 

4. What was the alternative location for the facility and why was it not used? 



5. What data does the report give about the quantity of solid wasted produced by Berhampur? 

6. Berhampur Municipal Corporation authorities say that the amount of solid wasted produced by 
the city “must have increased in three years.” Do you agree or disagree with their statement? 
Why or why not? 

 

 

Improve your learning  

1. What is a settlement? 

2. What is the latest view that scientists have of how settlements began? 

3. How did human life styles change with settlement? 

4. Define site features and situation features. Give one example for each from the place you live in.  

5. How does the Census of India define various kinds of places? How does it organize them in order 
of size and other characteristics? 

6. What is an aerotropolis? How is it structured? 
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PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT 
 

The Indian economy grew at its slowest pace in four years at 4.4% in the first quarter 

April-June, of the current year 2013-14, compared with 4.8% during the preceding 

quarter January-March. While agriculture grew 2.7% in the first quarter, 

manufacturing contracted to 1.2%. This does not confirm our hopes that there’s 

recovery.  

 

You may have read newspaper reports such as the above.  What are they talking 

about? Why do they sound so worried?   

 

With the help of your teacher collect such newspaper reports and discuss what is 

being talked about. 

  
 

Introduction 
 
You may recall some of the chapters from class VIII and IX, where we discussed how people 

are engaged in different activities to earn their livelihoods. These activities are broadly 

categorised into three – 1) agriculture and related activities such as fishing, forestry, mining 

where nature has a dominant role in the production process; 2) manufacturing processes & 

other industries, where goods are produced by people using tools or machines; and 3) those 

activities that don’t directly produce a good but provide services that are required in 

production and other services for people.   

To recall these differences: 

1. Classify the following list of occupations under agriculture, industry & and service 
sectors. Give reasons for your classification: 

 

Occupation Classification 

Tailor  
Basket weaver  
Flower cultivator  
Milk vendor  
Fishermen  
Priest  
Courier  

Workers in match factory  
Money lender  
Gardener  
Potter  
Bee-keeper  
Astronaut  
Call centre employee 
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2. The following table shows the percentage of workers employed in different sectors in 

India in 1972-73 and in 2009-2010, i.e. after 37 years.  

Year Agriculture  Industry Services 

1972-73 74% 11% 15% 

2009-10 53% 22% 25% 

  

(i) What are the major changes that you observe from the above table?  

(ii) From what you have read before, discuss what could be some of the reasons for 

these changes.  

Gross Domestic Product 
 
Suppose there are two families – one is a rich family whereas the other is a poor family. We 

can make such judgements as “rich” or “poor” based on: the dress people in the family wear, 

vehicles they use to travel, food that they eat, house they live in, furniture and other 

equipment they have, hospitals they go for treatment etc. But, income that these families 

earn is an important overall indicator. For the country as a whole, we use the total value of 

goods and services produced in the country as the indicator of income for the country. The 

technical term to denote this value is Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

 

The following chart shows the value of GDP for India for two different years: 1972-73 

and 2009-2010. (The data for 2009-10 has been adjusted for prices, which means that both 

for 1972-3 and 2009-10 the GDP values can be compared. Both have been expressed in 

terms of prices existing in the same reference/ base year).  You can see how the total 

production has grown over 37 years.   
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Answer the following questions by looking at the chart:  
 

1. Which was the largest producing sector in 1972-73? 
2. Which was the largest producing sector in 2009-2010? 
3. Fill in the blanks: 

 
The total production of goods and services in India increased approximately 
_____________times between 1972-3 and 2009-10.  While production in all three sectors of 
the economy increased, the increase was slowest in the _______________sector and 
fastest in the _______________sector over the years.    
 
 
How do we estimate GDP? 
 
People engaged in various economic activities in the above sectors produce a very large 

number of goods and services. What we desire to find out is: How much goods and services 

are produced and how many people are employed in each sector.  

With so many thousands of goods and services produced, you might think this is an 

impossible task. Not only would the task be enormous, you might also wonder how we can 

add up cars, computers, mobile phone service, baskets and pots. It won’t make sense! 
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You are right in thinking so. To get around this problem, economists suggest that the 

value of goods and services should be used rather than adding up the actual numbers. For 

example, if 10,000 kilograms of paddy are sold at Rs. 25 per kg, the total value of paddy will 

be Rs. 2,50,000. The value of 5000 coconuts at Rs. 10 per coconut will be Rs. 50,000. Is it 

necessary to count every good (or service) that is produced and sold? How do we estimate 

the total value of goods and services?  

 Take, for instance, a farmer who sells paddy to a rice mill for Rs. 25 per kg. She 

sells 100 kilograms of paddy. Let us assume that she did not have to buy any seeds. The 

total value of paddy produced by her is Rs. 2500. The rice mill takes out rice and sells (i) 80 

kilograms of rice to the hotelier for Rs. 40 per kg and (ii) 20 kilograms of husk at Rs. 20 per 

kilo. The total value of goods produced by the rice miller is: 80 x 40 + 20 x 20 = Rs. 3600.  

This is what the hotelier pays the rice miller. The hotelier makes idli, dosa and husk is used 

as fuel by him. The hotel owner by using rice and husk makes out Rs. 5000 from the sale of 

idli, dosa.  

Total value of goods sold at each stage:  

Stage 1 (sale of paddy by farmer to rice mill owner)       Rs. 2500 

Stage 2 (sale of rice and husk by rice mill owner to hotelier)   Rs. 3600 

Stage 3 (sale of idli, dosa )                              Rs. 5000 

 

Discuss: To find out the total value of goods produced should we add them up? 

 

 Goods such as paddy and rice and husk in this example are at the in between 

stages. They are not being used by the final consumer. They are used as inputs to make the 

final good, in this example idli and dosa. If one were to add the value of all the physical 

inputs in between plus the value of the final goods, we would be double counting. The value 

of final goods already includes the value of all the in between or intermediate goods that 

are used in making the final good. At each stage the producer paid for these inputs produced 

by someone before.  Hence, the value of Rs. 5000 worth of hotel items sold by hotelier (final 

good) already includes Rs. 3600, the value of rice and husk used as physical inputs. This 

was not made by the hotelier but he only purchased them from the rice miller. Similarly the 

rice and husk produced by the miller at Rs. 3600 already includes the value of physical input 

paddy (Rs. 2500) purchased by him. He did not produce paddy. The farmer produced this in 

stage 1. To count the value of the rice and paddy separately means counting the value of the 

same things a number of times - first as paddy, then as rice and husk and finally as idli and 

dosa.  

The good becomes final if it is not used further in producing goods to be sold. In the 
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above example if the rice had been bought by a family for their consumption, this would be 

the final point. Idli and dosa would be made by the family for themselves and not as goods to 

be sold.  

 
EXERCISE 
In the above example, paddy or rice is the intermediate goods and idli is the final good. The 
following are a few goods we consume in our daily lives. List some of the intermediate goods 
against each one.  
Sl. No. Final good Intermediate goods 
1.  Notebook  
2.  Car  
3 Computer  
 

 

Another way of looking at these stages is to focus only on value added at every step 

by the producer of the good. To find out the value added by the producer to the physical 

inputs purchased by him we relook at the above example: 

Stage 1 (sale of paddy by farmer to rice mill owner)     = Rs. 2500 less cost of inputs 

purchased 0, therefore value added is Rs. 2500 

Stage 2 (sale of rice and husk by rice mill owner to hotelier)   = Rs. 3600 less cost of inputs 

purchased Rs. 2500, value added is Rs. 1100 

Stage 3 (sale of idli, dosa) = Rs. 5000 less inputs purchased Rs. 3600, value added is Rs. 

1400 

Value added at all stages = 2500+1100+1400 = Rs. 5000 

 

Discuss: Why do both methods give the same result? 

 

It makes sense only to include the value added at each stage or to take the value of final 

goods and services. The value of final goods and services produced in each sector 

during a particular year provides the total production of the sector for that year. And 

the sum of production in the three sectors gives what is called the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) of a country. It is the value of all final goods and services produced within a country 

during a particular year.  

 

 

 

You might have noticed that the GDP figures are given for the year 2009-10. This means the 

figures are pertaining to April 2009 to March 2010. This period is also called financial year. In 

India, the mammoth task of measuring GDP is undertaken by a central government ministry. 
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This Ministry, with the help of various government departments of all the Indian states and 

union territories, collects information relating to total volume of goods and services and their 

prices and then estimates the GDP.  

 

GDP records the market value of all final goods and services produced.  But there are many 

items that are not sold/ purchased in the market. One important example is the work that is 

done at home like cooking, cleaning, organizing, bringing up children, tending to plants and 

cattle, etc. In most instances, these do not involve any monetary transaction and therefore 

remain outside the GDP measure, though they are extremely important for the economy.   

Also, the unpaid work is done mostly by women even today, in India and across the globe. 

 
 

Changes in the importance of sectors - value of goods and services produced and 
employment of people  

 
So far we know how the size of GDP has increased over the years, as more and more goods 

and services are produced. It is essential to know how this increase took place and what 

kind of activities contributed more to this growth of GDP. It has been noted that many of the 

now developed countries had agriculture and other allied activities as the most important 

contributor of GDP during the initial stages of development. 

As the methods of farming changed and agriculture sector began to prosper, it 

produced much more food than before. Many people could now take up other activities, as 

essential food requirements were met by other producers. There were increasing number of 

craft-persons and traders. Buying and selling activities increased many times, further 

increasing demand for goods and services. Besides, rulers employed large number of 

people as administrators, army etc. However, at this stage, in an overall context most of the 

goods produced were from agriculture and related sector and most people were also 

employed in this sector. 

Recall what you have read about the industrial revolution in the earlier classes. As 

new methods of manufacturing were introduced, factories came up and started expanding. 

Those people who had earlier worked on farms now began to work in factories in large 

numbers. People began to use many more goods. There was mass production by factories 

at much lower rates and these goods reached markets all over the world. For these 

countries industrial production gradually became the most important sector, both in the total 

production of goods and services and also in the employment of people. Hence, over time, a 

shift took place. This means that the importance of the sectors had changed. The industrial 

sector became the dominant sector and the importance of the agriculture sector both for 
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employment and production declined.  

In the past 50 years, there has been a further shift from industry to service sector for 

developed countries. The service sector has become the most important in terms of total 

production. Most of the working people have also shifted and are now employed in the 

service sector and most of the production activities are those of services and not 

manufactured goods. This is the general pattern observed for developed countries. Is a 

similar pattern observed for India?  

Look at the following pie charts. The contribution of various activities to GDP is 

presented for two financial years – 1972-73 and 2009-2010. Note that figures represented in 

Graph 1 are represented in percentage terms here in Graph 2 and Graph 3 This sentence is 

not complete; the graph numbers are to be given with the visual - Suresh. The circle or the 

pie represents the GDP in the given year. GDP is made up of production from the three 

sectors – agriculture, industry and services.  Services in turn are seen to comprise of three 

types of:  

 EXAMPLE 

Community, social and personal services: Public Administration, Defence, Education, 

Health, Veterinary activities, Media, Library, 

archives, museums and other cultural 

activities, etc. 

Finance, insurance & real estate services of banks, post-office savings 

accounts, non-bank financial companies, Life 

insurance and General Insurance 

corporation, services of brokers and real 

estate companies etc. 

Trade, hotels, transport & communication  

 

Exercise: Can you find out some examples of trade, hotels, transport and 

communication?  

 

During the 37-year period, the output share of agriculture sector has fallen drastically. There 

was a small increase in the share of industrial output in GDP. In contrast to this, there is a 

tremendous increase in the share of service activities - two out of three sub-sectors of 

service activities have expanded.  
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Shares of Different Sectors in GDP, 1972-73
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Employment – the working life in India  
 
The Gross Domestic Product of a country has close relation with the total number of working 

people in that country. In every country, as population increases, it is essential that the 

country provides opportunities for those who are looking for work.  Unless people get jobs to 

earn, how do they get food and other requirements?  

In India, roughly about 460 million people are workers i.e., people engaged in some 

productive activities. The following table shows some basic facts about workers in India:  

Table: Distribution of Workers in India by Industry, 2009-2010 (%) 
 

Sector Place of Residence Sex Total 

Rural Urban Male Female 

Agriculture Sector 68 8 47 69 53 

Industry Sector 17 34 34 16 22 

Services Sector 15 58 19 15 25 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

 
Read the above table and fill in the blanks: 

 
1. Majority of workers in agriculture are living in ________. 
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2. Most _______workers are employed in agriculture sector. Only a small section of 
_________ is in industrial sector.  

3. More than 90% of urban workers are getting employment in ________and ______ 
sectors.  

4. Compared to males, female workers are getting employment in ________ and 
______ sectors only to a small extent.  

 
 

Unfortunately in India while there has been a change in the share of the three sectors in 

GDP, a similar shift has not taken place in employment. Chart ? shows the share of 

employment in the three sectors in 1972-73 and 2009-10. The agriculture sector continues to 

be the largest employer even now. Why didn’t employment shift out of agriculture sector? It 

is because not enough jobs were created in the industry and service sectors. Even though 

production of industrial goods went up by more than nine times during the period, 

employment went up only by around three times. The same applies to service sector: while 

production rose by more than 14 times, employment rose around five times. 

As a result, more than half of the workers in the country are working in the agriculture 

sector, producing only one-sixth of the GDP. In contrast to this, the industry and service 

sectors produce three-fourth of the GDP whereas they employ only about half the proportion 

of workers. Does this mean that the workers in agriculture are not producing as much as 

they could? 

It means that there are more people in agriculture than is necessary. So, even if few 

people move out, production will not be affected. In other words, workers in agricultural 

sector are underemployed. 

Take the case of a small farmer, Gayathri, owning about two hectares of unirrigated land 

dependent only on rain and growing crops like jowar and redgram. All five members of her 

family work in the plot throughout the year. Why? They have nowhere else to go for work. 

You will see that everyone is working, none remains idle, but in actual fact their labour 

effort gets divided. Each one is doing some work but no one is fully employed. This is the 

situation of underemployment, where people are apparently working but all of them are 

made to work less than their potential. This kind of underemployment is hidden in 

contrast to someone who does not have a job and is clearly visible as unemployed. 

Hence, it is also called disguised unemployment. 

Supposing, a landlord hires one or two members of the family to work on his land. 

Gayathri’s family is now able to earn some extra income through wages. Since you do not 

need five people to look after that small plot, two people moving out does not affect 

production on their farm. In the above example, two people may move to work in a factory, 

or trade often in the rural areas. Once again the earnings of the family would increase and 

they would also continue to produce as much from their land. 
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There are lakhs of farmers like Gayathri in India. This means that even if several 

people from agricultural sector are provided with proper work elsewhere, agricultural 

production will not suffer. The incomes of the people who take up other work would increase 

the total family income. 

This underemployment can also happen in other sectors. For example there are 

thousands of casual workers in the service sector in urban areas who search for daily 

employment. They are employed as painters, plumbers, repair persons and others doing odd 

jobs. Many of them don’t find work every day. Similarly, we see other people of the service 

sector on the streets pushing a cart or selling something where they may spend the whole 

day but earn very little. They are doing this work because they do not have better 

opportunities. 
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Shares of three sectors in GDP, 2009-2010 (%)

Industry, 26Services, 57

Agriculture, 17

 
 
 
 
Activity  

Look at the above pie charts and fill in the following table. For filling in GDP details, you can 

also read again the first section of this chapter and Chapter 7 of class IX social studies 

textbook.  

 
sector Employment (%) Gross Domestic Product 

(%) 

1972-73 2009-10 1972-73 2009-10 

Agriculture  

Industry  

Services  

 

While service sector has grown, all service sector activities are not growing equally well. 

Service sector in India employs many different kinds of people. At one end there are a 

limited number of services that employ highly skilled and educated workers. At the other 

end, there are a very large number of workers engaged in services such as small 

shopkeepers, repair persons, transport persons, etc. These people barely manage to earn a 

living and yet they perform these services because no alternative opportunities for work are 

available to them. Hence, only a part of this sector is growing in importance. 

 
Organised and unorganised sector employment in India 

 

So far we have seen how different sectors contribute to Gross Domestic Product of India 

and also realised the comparative importance of the three sectors. This helps us to analyse 

the shifts that take place or don’t take place for both production and employment.  

For our country we don’t see substantial shift in employment and to explore this we 

use another classification method focusing on the nature of employment.  The 
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classification discussed below emphasizes the problems of employment and the 

associated conditions of work even more starkly.    

Narasimha 
 
Narasimha works in a government office. He attends his office from 9.30 am to 5.30 pm. He 
uses his motorbike to travel from house to office which is about 5 kilometres. He gets his 
salary regularly at the end of every month, deposited in his bank account. In additional to the 
salary, he also gets provident fund as per the rules laid down by the government. He also 
gets medical and other allowances. Narasimha does not go to office on Sundays. This is a 
paid holiday. When he joined work, he was given an appointment letter stating all the terms 
and conditions of work.  
 
Rajeshwari 
 
Rajeshwari is working as a construction worker. She goes for work at 7 am and returns 
home at 7 pm. She travels about 8 to 10 kilometres daily for work by bus. Construction 
workers get one hour lunch break between 1pm and 2 pm. She gets work only for 10 to 12 
days a month. In the remaining days she has no work, and she does not get any wage. She 
gets Rs 150 per day as wages.  Mostly she is paid the wages on the spot in the evening.  
When she works for three or four days at the same spot she is paid after the work. She gets 
more work from February to June. July to January is unseasonal. Raheshwari is a member 
of a Self Help Group in her locality. The government pays some compensation, if any death 
or major injury while she is on work. There is no help from the government for treatment in 
accidents while working.  She is also part of a group that works under a mason. There are 6 
to 10 workers under each mason. 
 

Narasimha and Rajeshwari are illustrative examples of workers employed in organised and 

unorganised sectors respectively. Do you see the differences in conditions of work between 

them? The distinction between organised and unorganised sectors helps us to understand 

the working situation and wages faced by the majority of workers in the country.  92 per cent 

of workers in India are found in unorganised sector and only 8 percent find work in the 

organised sector. 

Organised sector covers those enterprises or places of work where the terms of 

employment are regular and therefore, people have assured work. They are registered by 

the government and have to follow its rules and regulations which are given in various laws 

such as the Factories Act, Minimum Wages Act, Shops and Establishments Act etc. It is 

called organised because it has some formal processes and procedures. Workers in the 

organised sector enjoy security of employment. They are expected to work only for a fixed 

number of hours. If they work more, they have to be paid overtime by the employer. They 

also get several other benefits from the employers. They get paid leave, payment during 

holidays, provident fund, etc. They are supposed to get medical benefits and, under the 

laws, the employer has to ensure facilities like drinking water and a safe working 

environment. When they retire, many of these workers get pensions as well. People who 

work in the government or with companies or large establishments are all in the organised 
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sector.  

The unorganised sector is characterised by small and scattered units which have 

remained largely outside the control of the government. There are rules and regulations but 

these are not followed or enforced. Jobs here are low-paid and not regular. There is no 

provision for overtime, paid leave, holidays, leave due to sickness etc. Employment is not 

secure. People can be asked to leave without any reason. When there is less work during 

some seasons, some people may be asked to leave. A lot also depends on the whims of the 

employer or changes in the market situation. 

Besides the above conditions, this sector includes a large number of people who are 

employed on their own – self employed. Almost half the workers are self employed.  You 

would find them everywhere, doing small jobs such as selling on the street or doing repair 

work or as hawkers. Similarly, farmers are largely self employed and also hire labourers as 

and when they require. 

The organised sector offers jobs that are the most sought-after. But the employment 

opportunities in the organised sector have been expanding very slowly. As a result, a large 

number of workers are forced to enter the unorganised sector jobs, which pay a very low 

salary. They are often exploited and not paid a fair wage. Their earnings are low and not 

regular. When workers lose their jobs in the organised sector they are forced to take up jobs 

in the unorganised sector with low earnings.  Besides the need for more work, there is also a 

need for protection and support of the workers in the unorganised sector. 

Who are these vulnerable people who need protection? In the rural areas, the 

unorganised sector mostly comprises of landless agricultural labourers, small and marginal 

farmers, sharecroppers and artisans (such as weavers, blacksmiths, carpenters and 

goldsmiths). Nearly 80 per cent of rural households in India are in small and marginal farmer 

category. These farmers need to be supported through adequate facilities for timely delivery 

of seeds, agricultural inputs, credit, storage facilities and marketing outlets. As farm 

labourers they require adequate work and payment of minimum wages.  

In the urban areas, unorganised sector comprises mainly of workers in small-scale 

industry, casual workers in construction, trade and transport etc., and those who work as 

street vendors, head load workers, garment makers, rag pickers etc. Small-scale industry 

also needs government’s support for procuring raw material and marketing of output. The 

casual workers in both rural and urban areas need to be protected. 

We also find that majority of workers from scheduled castes, tribes and backward 

communities find themselves in the unorganised sector. It is worse if one is a woman from 

these communities. Besides getting the irregular and low paid work, these workers also face 

social discrimination. Protection and support to the unorganised sector workers is thus 

necessary for both economic and social development. 
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Let’s examine both the production of goods and services and employment from these 

sectors. The unorganised sector also contributes to GDP. During 2004-05, the unorganised 

sector workers accounted for 92 per cent of all workers that contributed half of all production. 

On the other hand, only 8% of people had a decent employment and contributed 50% of the 

production of goods and services. The products and services of these companies find a 

market but they support a very small section of the population with privileged jobs. This is an 

extremely unequal situation. The rest find only insecure low paying jobs or are self employed 

with low earnings or remain underemployed.   

Sector Contribution (% to total) 
Employment Gross Domestic Product 

Organised 8 50 
Unorganised 92 50
Total 100 100 

 
How to create more and better conditions of employment? 
 
From the above discussion, we can see that there is considerable underemployment in 

agriculture. A large number of people should have found a decent employment in industry 

and services but this has not taken place. Production (in industry and services) has 

increased without a similar increase in employment. When we look at how people are 

employed we find that most people are in the unorganised sector, barely able to find work. 

The increase in production is benefitting only about 8% of workers. Hence in what ways can 

one increase employment for ALL people? Let us look at some of them. 

Take the case of Gayathri with her two-hectare plot of un-irrigated land. The 

government can spend some money or banks can provide a loan, to construct a well for her 

family to irrigate the land. Gayathri will then be able to irrigate her land and take a second 

crop, wheat, during the rabi season. Let us suppose that one hectare of wheat can provide 

employment to two people for 50 days (including sowing, watering, fertiliser application and 

harvesting). So, two more members of the family can be employed in her own field. Now 

suppose a new dam is constructed and canals are dug to irrigate many such farms. This 

could lead to a lot of employment generation within the agricultural sector itself reducing the 

problem of underemployment. 

Now, suppose Gayathri and other farmers produce much more than before. They would also 

need to sell some of this. For this they may be required to transport their products to a 

nearby town. If the government invests some money in transportation and storage of crops, 

or makes better rural roads so that mini-trucks reach everywhere several farmers like 

Gayathri who now have access to water, can continue to grow and sell these crops. This 

activity can provide productive employment to not just farmers but also others such as those 

in services like transport or trade. 
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Gayathri’s need is not confined to water alone. To cultivate the land, she also needs seeds, 

fertilisers, agricultural equipments and pumpsets to draw water. Being a poor farmer, she 

cannot afford many of these. So she will have to borrow money from moneylenders and pay 

a high rate of interest. If the local bank gives her credit at a reasonable rate of interest, she 

will be able to buy all these in time and cultivate her land. This means that along with water, 

we also need to provide cheap agricultural credit to the farmers for farming to improve.  

Another way by which we can tackle this problem is to identify, promote and locate 

industries and services in semi-rural areas where a large number of people may be 

employed. For instance, many farmers decide to grow millet and other cereals. Setting up a 

flour mill to procure and process these and sell in the cities is one such example. Opening a 

cold storage could give an opportunity for farmers to store their products like chillies and 

onions and sell them when the price is good. In villages near forest areas, we can start 

honey collection centres where people can come and sell wild honey. It is also possible to 

set up industries that process vegetables and agricultural produce like tomato, chillies, 

mango, rice, red gram, fruits, which can be sold in outside markets. This will provide 

employment in industries located in semi-rural areas and not necessarily in large urban 

centres.  

Today, we not only have to generate new employment opportunities but also train 

many workers to work efficiently and with machines. We should invest in many industries, in 

both rural and semi-urban areas, so that we are able to produce many more goods and 

services.  

Improve your learning 

1. Fill in the blanks using the correct option given in the bracket: 
 

(i) Employment in the service sector increased to the 
same extent as production. (has / has not) 

(ii) Workers in the sector do not produce 
goods. (service / agricultural) 

(iii) Most of the workers in the sector enjoy job 
security. (organised / unorganised) 

(iv) A proportion of labourers in India are working in 
the unorganised sector. (large / small) 

(v) Cotton is a product and cloth is a
 product. [natural / manufactured] 

 
2. Choose the most appropriate answer. 

 
 

(a) Production of a commodity, mostly through the natural 
process, is an activity in sector. 

(i) primary 

(ii) secondary 
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(iii) tertiary 

(iv) information technology 
 

(b) GDP is the total value of produced during a particular year. 

(i) all goods and services 

(ii) all final goods and services 

(iii) all intermediate goods and services 

(iv) all intermediate and final goods and services 
 

(c) In terms of GDP the share of service sector in 2009-10 was    

(i) between 20 to 30 per cent 
 

(ii) between 30 to 40 per cent 

(iii) between 50 to 60 per cent 

(iv) 70 per cent 
 
 
3. Find the odd one out and say why. 

(i) Teacher, doctor, vegetable vendor, lawyer 

(ii) Postman, cobbler, soldier, police constable 

 
4. Do you think the classification of economic activities into primary, secondary and tertiary 

is useful? Explain how. 
5. For each of the sectors that we came across in this chapter why should one focus on 

employment and GDP? Could there be other issues which should be examined? Discuss. 
6. How is the service sector different from other sectors? Illustrate with few examples. 
7. What do you understand by underemployment? Explain with an example each from the 

urban and rural areas. 
8. The workers in the unorganised sector need protection on the following issues: wages, 
safety and health. Explain with examples. 
9. A study in Ahmedabad found that out of 15,00,000 workers in the city, 11,00,000 
worked in the unorganised sector. The total income of the city in this year (1997-1998) was 
Rs 6000 crores. Out of this Rs 3200 crores was generated in the organised sector. Present 
this data as a table. What are the ways for generating more employment in the city? 
 

10. The following table gives the GDP in Rupees (Crores) by the three sectors: 
 

Year Primary Secondary Tertiary 

1950 80,000 19,000 39,000

2011 8,18,000 12,49,000 28,18,000
 

(i) Calculate the share of the three sectors in GDP for 1950 and 2011. 

(ii) Plot the share in 1950 and 2011 as pie diagrams. 

(iii) What conclusions can we draw from it? 
  

Activities 

1. Entertainment activities such as going to cinema, parks, tourism are included in service 

sector. Why do you think this should be included as productive activity? 
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2. Do a survey of 20-25 households in your locality. Collect the details of their occupation. 

Plot them on a map locating their economic activities. Discuss why a few households 

doing similar occupation stay nearby.  
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Chapter 9 
Productive forces and production relations  
 
THE STORY OF RAMPUR VILLAGE 
 
This story of a village will take us through different types of production activities in a village. 
In villages across India, farming is the main production activity. The other production 
activities, referred to as non-farm activities include small manufacturing, transport, shop-
keeping, etc. Let us look at both these types of activities in this chapter. The production 
systems - whether at a farm or a factory can be analysed using some ideas of the essential 
elements in any production process.  How the production is organised in turn has an 
important bearing on people’s lives.  
 
The story of the Rampur village is based on a detailed case study where the writer went 
and stayed in the area and observed closely various aspects. The study of the village was 
followed by subsequent visits. The writer could therefore note many changes in the 
village across time. As you read the story of village Rampur, you may like to think and 
enquire whether the phenomenon observed for Rampur is also present in your area. Or 
is the situation different? If so, in what ways?  
 
In this chapter you will at times come across occasional reference to your own situation 
or the all-India situation. For instance, when we discuss distribution of land in Rampur, 
we also examine what has occurred to India as a whole. Interestingly, we find there are 
strong parallels. This helps us understand that while Rampur has some specific 
features, many of its features are prevalent across India with some variation. These 
could also be compared with your region. 
 
What do you know about agriculture? How do crops change in various seasons? Do most 
people depend on agriculture belong to land owning groups or are labourers?  
 

FARMING IN RAMPUR 
Rampur lies in the fertile alluvial plains of the Gangetic basin in the western part of Uttar 
Pradesh.  Along with Punjab and Haryana, western Uttar Pradesh forms a contiguous belt of 
agriculturally prosperous region. The village is well-connected with the neighbouring villages 
and cities. Raiganj, a big village, is 3 kms from Rampur. An all weather road connects 
Raiganj to the nearest small town Jahangirabad (12 kms away). Many kinds of transport are 
visible on this road starting from bullock carts, tongas, bogeys (wooden cart drawn by 
buffalos) loaded with jaggery and other commodities to motor vehicles like motorcycles, 
jeeps, tractors and trucks.  [Illustration 1/ Photograph] 
 
Farming is the main production activity in Rampur. Majority of the working people are 
dependent on farming for their livelihood. They could be farmers or farm labourers. The 
well-being of these people is closely related to the production on the farms.  
 
Land and other natural resources:  
Land is the most crucial factor necessary for farm production.  Land area under cultivation, 
however, is practically fixed. In Rampur, since 1921 there has been no expansion in land area 
under cultivation.  By then, the nearby forests had been cleared and some of the wastelands in 
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the village converted to cultivable land. There is no further scope to increase agriculture 
production by bringing new land under cultivation.  
 
The standard unit of measuring land is hectare, though in the villages you may find land 
being measured in local units such as acre and cents or gunta. One hectare is 10000 square 
meters.  Compare the area of a 1 hectare field with the area of your school ground. Discuss 
with you teacher.  
 
There is no land that is left idle in Rampur.  During the rainy season (kharif) farmers grow 
jowar and bajra. These plants are also used as cattle feed. It is followed by cultivation of 
potato between October and December. In the winter season (rabi), fields are sown with 
wheat. From the produce, farmers keep enough wheat for the family’s consumption and sell 
the surplus at the market-yard at Raiganj.  A part of the land is under sugarcane which is 
harvested once every year.  Sugarcane, in raw form, or as jaggery, is sold to traders in 
Jahangirabad, the nearby town. 
 
To grow more than one crop on the same piece of land during the year is known as multiple 
cropping. It is the most common way of increasing production from land.  All farmers in 
Rampur grow at least two main crops; many are growing potato as the third crop. 
 
Farmers in Rampur are able to grow three different crops in a year due to the well-developed 
irrigation system.  Electricity came early to Rampur.  It transformed the system of irrigation. 
Till then, Persian wheels were used by farmers to draw water from the wells and irrigate 
small area. People saw that the electric-run tubewells could irrigate much larger areas of land 
easily. The first few tubewells were installed by the government, almost fifty years ago.  
Soon, however, farmers started setting up their own tubewells.  As a result, by mid-1970s the 
whole of the cultivated area of 264 hectares (ha.) was irrigated. 
 
Not all villages in India have such high levels of irrigation.  Apart from the riverine plains, 
coastal regions in our country are well-irrigated.  In contrast, plateau regions such as the 
Deccan plateau have low levels of irrigation.  Even today, a little less than 40 percent of the 
total cultivated area in the country is irrigated.  In the remaining areas, farming is largely 
dependent on rainfall. See chapter 1 on regions in India.   
 
Looking at chapter 1 identify areas that are well irrigated. Does your region fall under this 
category?  
 
While intensive use of natural resources like land and water has led to increased production 
and yields, the use of the natural resources has not always been judicious. Experience shows 
fertility of land is declining due to overuse, excessive use of chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides. The situation of water is equally alarming.  Like in village Rampur, most of 
irrigation in India is based on tapping underground water. As a result underground water 
tables have fallen rapidly across the country. Even in regions with bountiful rains and 
favourable natural systems of recharge the water tables have reached dangerously low levels. 
As the water tables decline farmers have to drill deeper tubewells than before.  The use of 
diesel/ electricity for irrigation rises accordingly.  We shall understand these issues further in 
chapters on Sustainability and Water Resource. 
 
 The following table shows the land under cultivation in India in units of million hectares. 

Plot this on the graph provided. What does the graph show? Discuss in class. 
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   1950    1960    1970   1980  1990    2000 2010 
Cultivated 
Area1 120 130 140 140 140 140 

140 

 
 

 
 
You have read about the crops grown in Rampur. Fill the following table based on 
information on the crops grown in your region. 
Name of crop Month sown Month harvested Source of water/ irrigation 

(Rain, tanks, tubewells, canals, etc.)
    
    
    
    

 
 What are the reasons for multiple cropping in a rural area? 

 
 
 
Land distribution in Rampur 

 
You must have realised how important land is for farming.  Unfortunately, not all the people 
engaged in agriculture have sufficient land for cultivation. The population of Rampur is about 
2,660; there are about 450 families belonging to several different castes. The upper caste 
families own majority of the land in the village. Their houses, some of them quite large, are 
made of brick with cement plastering. The SCs (dalits) comprise 1/3rd of the population and 
live in more modest houses, some portions of which may be thatched and are located in one 
corner, outside the main village area.   
 
In Rampur, about 1/3rd, i.e. 150 of the families are landless. Most of the landless are dalits. 
There are 60 families of medium and large farmers who cultivate more than 2 hectares of 
land. A few of the large farmers have land extending over 10 hectares or more.  Of the 

                                                 
1   Net Sown Area 
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remaining families who own land, 240 families cultivate small plots of land less than 2 
hectares in size. Cultivation of such plots doesn’t bring adequate income to the farmer family.  
 
In 1960, Gobind was a farmer with 2.25 hectares of largely unirrigated land. With the help of 
his three sons Gobind cultivated the land. Though they didn’t live very comfortably, the 
family managed to feed itself with a little bit of extra income from one buffalo that the family 
possessed.  Some years after Gobind’s death, this land was divided among his three sons.  
Each one now has a plot of land that is only 0.75 hectare in size. Even with improved 
irrigation and modern farming methods, Gobind’s sons are not able to make a living from 
their land.  They have to look for additional work during part of the year.  
 
You can see large number of small plots scattered around the village in the picture. These are 
cultivated by the small farmers. On the other hand, more than half the area of the village is 
covered by plots that are quite large in size.  
Illustration 6: Rampur Village: Distribution of cultivated land 
 
 In the picture, mark the land cultivated by the small farmers.  
 Why do so many families of farmers cultivate such small plots of land?  
 The distribution of farmers in India and the amount of land they cultivate is given in the 

following chart.  
Type of Farmers Size of Plots Percentage of Farmers Percentage of 

Cultivated Area 
Small farmers Less than 2 ha. 87% 42% 

Medium and Large 
farmers 

More than 2 ha. 13% 58% 

 
 

 What do the arrows indicate?  Would you agree that the distribution of cultivated land is 
unequal in India? Explain.  
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Organisation of Production 
 
Let us try to understand the overall process of production in Rampur.  
 
The aim of production is to produce goods and services that people need.  Further, the 
producer requires a number of items to produce a good or service. These can be classified as 
follows.  
 
The first requirement is land and other natural resources such as water, forests, minerals. 
We have read above how land and water are used for farming in Rampur. 
 
The second requirement is labour, i.e. people who will do the work.  Some production 
activities require highly trained and educated workers to perform the necessary tasks. Other 
activities require workers who can do manual work.  Each worker is providing the necessary 
labour for production. Unlike common usage, labour refers to all human effort in production, 
not just manual labour. Hence, for example, whether one is an engineer, manager, accountant, 
supervisor, machine operator, sales representative or causal labour - all are providing labour 
for a factory to produce and sell its product.  
 
The third requirement is capital, i.e. the variety of inputs required at every stage during 
production.  What are the items that come under capital? 
 
(a) Tools, machines, buildings: Tools and machines range from very simple tools such as 
a farmer's plough to sophisticated machines such as generators, turbines, computer automated 
machines, etc. They are not used up or consumed immediately in production process. They 
help to produce these goods over many years. They require some repair and maintenance so 
that they remain useful and can be used year after year. These are called fixed capital or 
physical capital. However, all of machines etc have to be replaced after many years of being 
used by new and often better tools and machines.  
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(b) Raw materials and money required:  On the other hand, the various raw materials such as 
the yarn used by the weaver and the clay used by the potter are used up in production.  Also 
some money is required to buy other necessary materials for production and make payments 
for completing the production. It takes time to complete the production and then sell these 
goods or services in the market. Only then does money flow back into the production process. 
This requirement for raw material & money is therefore called working capital.  This is 
different from physical capital because unlike tools, machines or buildings these are used up 
in the production cycle.  
 
The fourth requirement is knowledge and enterprise. To be able to use land, labour and 
physical capital in a meaningful way to produce some goods or services, knowledge of the 
process of production and confidence is essential. Owners of the physical capital or managers 
hired by them provide this knowledge. The owners also have to take the risks of the market 
i.e. whether the goods or services produced would find sufficient buyers. In our society most 
goods and services are produced for sale in the market, hence the entrepreneurs who produce 
for the market have to plan, organise and manage. These entrepreneurs could be farmers, 
shopkeepers, small scale manufacturers, service providers such as doctors, lawyers, etc or 
large companies. Their goods or services are bought by people. They may earn a profit or 
could suffer a loss.    
 
Every production is organised by people or entrepreneurs combining the elements of land, 
labour and physical capital.  These are known as factors of production.  
 
 
Labour: for the farm and wages? 
After land, labour is the next necessary factor for production. Farming requires a great deal of 
hard work.  Small farmers along with their families cultivate their own fields.  Thus, they 
provide the labour required for farming themselves. Medium and large farmers hire farm 
labourers to work on their fields.  
 
Farm labourers come either from landless families or families cultivating small plots of land. 
Unlike farmers working on their own fields, farm labourers do not have a right over the crops 
grown on the land. Instead they are paid wages by the farmer for whom they work.  They 
have been employed to do the work. 
 
Wages can be in cash or in kind (crop). Sometimes labourers get meals, too. Wages vary 
widely from region to region, from crop to crop, from one farm activity to another (like 
sowing and harvesting). There is also wide variation in the duration of employment. A farm 
labourer might be employed on a daily basis, or on contract for one particular farm activity 
like harvesting, or for the whole year.  
 
Dala is a landless farm labourer who works on daily wages in Rampur. This means he must 
regularly look for work.  Dala’s wages are less than what the Uttar Pradesh government has 
set as minimum wages for labourers. There is heavy competition for work among the farm 
labourers in Rampur, so people agree to work for lower wages.  With large farmers 
increasingly relying on machines like tractors, threshers, harvesters, the number of days of 
work available to a worker is very low in rural areas. In the whole of last year, Dala got 
less than five months of work on the farm.  In periods when no work is available, Dala and 
many like him have applied to village Panchayat for work under NREGA.     
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 Why are farm labourers like Dala poor? 
 What do the large and medium farmers in Rampur do to get labour for their farms? 

Compare with your region. 
 Fill in the following table: 

Labour in production process Give three different examples of production 
activity for each 

Where owner/ family also provides the 
labour required 

 

Where owners hire labour to do the work  
 

 What are the ways of providing labour, in the production of goods or services that you 
observe in your region? 
 
BOX 

 

Daily Wages  for different farm activities in Andhra Pradesh in 
December 2011  (in Rupees)  
  

  
Ploughi

ng 
Sowing 

Weedin
g 

Trans-
planting 

Harvesti
ng 

Winnow
ing 

Threshi
ng 

Picking 
Cotton 

Men 
Workers 214 197 215 - 164 168 152 - 
Women 
Workers   152 130 143 126 124 118 136 

The table gives average daily wages that are paid for different farm activities to workers in 
Andhra Pradesh. However, there’s a lot of variation across regions.  
 
A woman worker gets Rs. 136 for picking cotton for a full day. You will notice that certain 
tasks like ploughing are done primarily by men, so there is no wage recorded for women. 
Tasks such as transplanting paddy and picking cotton are primarily done by women.  There 
are certain production activities that are done by both men and women.  The wages for men 
are higher than women, even when they are doing the same job. The State governments notify 
a common minimum wage for all. 
 

 Compare the figures for daily wages given above with those prevailing in your region 
for any of the operations. 

 Find out the minimum wage and compare with this. 
 

Why do you think men receive a higher wage than women for the same job? Discuss. 
BOX_ENDS 
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Capital:   arranging physical and working capital  

You have read in earlier classes how modern farming method involves high yielding variety 
seeds, assured irrigation, fertilizer and pesticides.  This, in turn, means that the farmers 
require a sufficient amount of capital for production, and therefore money.  Let’s see how 
farmers arrange for physical capital & working capital required in farming.  
 
1.    Most small farmers have to borrow money to arrange for the working capital.  They 
borrow from large farmers or the village moneylenders or the traders who supply various 
inputs for cultivation. The rate of interest on such loans is very high.  They are put to a great 
distress to repay the loan.  
 
Savita is a small farmer. She plans to cultivate wheat on her 1 ha. of land. Besides seeds, 
fertilisers & pesticides, she needs cash to buy water and repair her farm instruments.  She 
estimates that the working capital itself would cost a minimum of Rs. 6000. She doesn't have 
the money, so she decides to borrow from Tejpal, a large farmer. Tejpal agrees to give Savita 
the loan at 20 percent interest rate, which is a very high, for four months. Savita also has to 
promise to work on his field as a farm labourer during the harvest season at Rs 100/ day.  As 
you can tell, this wage is quite low.  Savita knows that she will have to work very hard to 
complete harvesting on her own field and then work as a farm labourer for Tejpal. The 
harvest time is a very busy time. As a mother of three children she has a lot of household 
responsibilities. Savita agrees to these tough conditions as she knows getting a loan is 
difficult for a small farmer. 
 

1. All large farmers in this village have tractor. They use this for ploughing and sowing 
their farms and hire out these tractors to other small farmers. Most of them also have 
threshers and some own harvesters. All such farmers have many tubewells to irrigate their 
farms. These tools & machines are all part of physical capital for farming. 
 
2. In contrast to the small farmers, the medium and large farmers have their own savings 
from farming. They are thus able to arrange for seeds, fertilizer, pesticide, payments to 
labourers etc - the working capital needed for farming. How do these farmers have their 
own savings? You shall find the answer in the next section. 

 
This exercise may be deleted; the answers for the blanks in the first line are available in 
the next line. - Suresh 
The story so far.... 
 
We have read about the three factors of production - land, labour and capital - and how they 
are used in farming.  Fill the gaps below: 
 
Among the three factors of production, we found that labour is the most abundant factor of 
production. There are many people who are willing to work as farm labourers in the villages, 
whereas the opportunities of work are limited. They belong to either landless families or 
_______________. They are paid low wages, and lead a difficult life. 
 
In contrast to labour, __________ is a scarce factor of production. Cultivated land area is 
________. Moreover, even the existing land is distributed __________ (equally/ unequally) 
among the people engaged in farming.  There are a large number of small farmers who 
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cultivate small plots of land and live in conditions not much better than the landless farm 
labourer.  
 
The modern farming method requires a great deal of __________. Small farmers usually 
need to borrow money to arrange for the working capital, and are put to great distress to 
repay the loan. Small farmers don’t own physical capital such as tractor or thresher, they 
have to hire these. Therefore, capital too is a scarce factor of production, particularly for the 
small farmers. 
 
Though both land and capital are scarce, there is a basic difference between the two factors 
of production. __________ is a natural resource, whereas _________ is man-made. It is 
possible to increase capital, whereas land is fixed. Therefore, it is very important that we take 
good care of land and other natural resources used in farming. 
 
Surplus or Loss for the farmer 

 
Let us suppose that the farmers have produced wheat on their lands using the three factors of 
production. They retain a part of the wheat for the family's consumption and sell the surplus. 
Small farmers like Savita and Gobind's sons have little surplus wheat because their total 
production is small and from this a substantial share is kept for their own family needs. So it 
is the medium and large farmers who supply wheat to the wholesale market yard. The traders 
at the market yard buy the wheat and sell it further to shopkeepers in the towns and cities.  
Illustration 9: View of a market yard in AP. 

 
Tejpal, the large farmer, has a surplus of 350 quintals of wheat from all his lands! He sells 
the surplus wheat at the Raiganj market yard and has good earnings.  

 
What does Tejpal do with his earnings? Last year, Tejpal had put most of the money in his 
bank account. Later he used the savings for lending to farmers like Savita who were in need 
of a loan. He also used the savings to arrange for the working capital for farming in the next 
season.  This year Tejpal plans to use his earnings to buy another tractor. There’s good 
business of hiring out tractors in the neighbouring villages. Another tractor would increase 
his fixed capital. 
 
Like Tejpal, other large and medium farmers sell the surplus farm produce. A part of the 
earnings is saved and kept for buying capital for the next season. Some farmers might also 
use the savings to buy cattle, trucks, or to set up shops. These constitute the capital for non-
farm activities. 
 
The issue of loss is not discussed here. - Suresh 
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Q add 
 
 
 
 
                                      

Surplus and Capital for Production 
 Consider three farmers. Each has grown wheat on his field though the production is different as in Column  

2.  To analyse the situation faced by different farmers we need to assume that some conditions are the 
same for all. To keep things simple, let us suppose the following conditions: 

 The consumption of wheat by each farmer family is the same (Column 3).  
 The whole of surplus wheat this year is used as seeds for working capital for the next year's production by 

all the farmers. They also have land to do so. 
 Also suppose, production output is twice the working capital used in production in all the farms. Complete 

the table. 
 

Farmer 1 

  Production Consumption 
Surplus = Production - 

Consumption Capital for the next year 
Year 1 100 40 60 60 
Year 2 120 40   
Year 3  40   

Farmer 2 
  Production Consumption Surplus Capital for the next year 
Year 1 80 40   
Year 2  40   
Year 3  40   

Farmer 3 
  Production Consumption Surplus Capital for the next year 
Year 1 60 40   
Year 2  40   
Year 3  40   

 
 Compare the production of wheat by the three farmers over the years. 
 What happens to the Farmer 3 in Year 3? Can he continue production? What will he have to do to 

continue production? 
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                                       NON-FARM ACTIVITIES IN RAMPUR   
 
Apart from farming, which is the main production activity, there are some non-farm 
production activities. Only 25 percent of the people working in Rampur are engaged in 
activities other than agriculture. 
  
Dairy - the other common activity 
 
Dairy is a common activity in many families of Rampur. People feed their buffalos on 
various kinds of grass and jowar and bajra fodder cultivated during the rainy season. The 
milk is sold in Raiganj. Two Jahangirabad traders have set up collection cum chilling centers 
at Raiganj from where the milk is transported to faraway places such as Bulandshahr and 
Delhi. The production factors of this activity are briefly described: 
 

Land: Own shed in the village 
Labour: Family labour, especially women to look after the buffaloes 
Physical Capital: Buffaloes purchased at the cattle fair 
Working capital: Feed from their land, some medicines are purchased 
 

Small-scale manufacturing in Rampur 
 
At present, less than fifty people are engaged in manufacturing in Rampur.  Unlike the 
manufacturing that takes place in the big factories in the towns and cities, manufacturing in 
Rampur involves very simple production methods and are done on a small scale.  They are 
carried out mostly at home or in the fields with the help of family labour.  Labourers are 
rarely hired.   
 
Mishrilal has purchased a mechanical sugarcane crushing machine run on electricity and 
prepares jaggery.  Earlier sugarcane was crushed by using bullocks, but these days people 
prefer to do it by machines.  Apart from using the sugarcane that Mishrilal has cultivated, he 
also buys sugarcane from other farmers and processes it into jaggery.  The jaggery is then 
sold to traders at Jahangirabad. In the process, Mishrilal makes a small profit. 
 

 What physical capital did Mishrilal need to set up this process? 
 Who provides the labour in this case? 
 Can you guess why Mishrilal is unable to increase his profit? 
 Could you think of any reasons when he could face a loss? 
 Why does Mishrilal sell his jaggery to traders in Jahangirabad and not in his village? 

 
3. The shopkeepers of Rampur  
 
People involved in trade (exchange of goods) are not many in Rampur.  The traders of 
Rampur buy various goods from wholesale markets in the cities and sell them in the village.  
Small general stores in the village sell a wide range of items like rice, wheat, sugar, tea, oil, 
biscuits, soap, toothpaste, batteries, candles, notebooks, pen, pencil, even some cloth.   
 
A few of the families whose houses are close to the bus stand have used a part of the space to 
open small shops.  They sell eatables like tea, samosa, kachori, namkeen, some sweets, 
toffees, cold drinks, etc. The women and the children in the family all share the work. In our 
country a large section people are self employed like farmers, shopkeepers, hawkers etc. 
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They are owners because they have to plan and organise and take the risk of producing goods 
or services. At the same time they also provide their own labour to manage the process.  
 
 On whose land is the shop located?  
 Who supplies labour to these small shops selling eatables? 
 Guess what working capital would such shops require. 
 List the physical capital items. 
 From a hawker in your area find out the daily sales. How will you find if there is some 

savings? Discuss with your teacher. 
 
A few shopkeepers also buy goods that the villagers produce and supply it to shops/ markets 
in the bigger villages and towns.  For instance, the person running the flour mill also buys 
wheat from the small farmers in the village and sells it at the Raiganj market. Flour milling 
and trading are two different businesses.  
 
4. Transport: a fast developing sector  
 
A variety of vehicles on the road connect Rampur to Raiganj. Rickshawallahs, tongawallahs, 
jeep- tractor- truck- drivers, and people driving the traditional bullock cart and bogey are 
people in the transport services.  They ferry people and goods from one place to another, and 
in return get paid for it. The number of people involved in transport has grown over the last 
several years. 
 
Kishora is a farm labourer.  Like other such labourers, Kishora found it difficult to meet his 
family’s needs from the wages that he received. A few years back Kishora took a loan from 
the bank. This was under a government programme which was giving cheap loans to poor 
landless households.  Kishora bought a buffalo with this money.  He now sells the buffalo’s 
milk. Further, he has attached a wooden cart to his buffalo and uses it to transport various 
items. Once a week, he goes to the Ganges to bring back clay for the potter. Or sometimes he 
goes to Jahangirabad with a load of jaggery or other commodities. Every month he gets some 
work in transport.  As a result, Kishora is able to earn more than what he used to do some 
years back. 
 

 What is Kishora's fixed capital? 
 What do you think would be his working capital? 
 In how many production activities is Kishora involved? 
 Would you say that Kishora has benefited from better roads in Rampur?  

 
Summary 
 
Farming is the main production activity in the village. Over the years there have been many 
important changes in the way farming is practiced. These have allowed the farmers to 
produce more crops from the same amount of land. This is an important achievement, since 
land is fixed and scarce.  But in raising production a great deal of pressure has been put on 
land and other natural resources. There is urgent need to review the methods of 
production and ensure sustainable use of the resources. 
 
Farming now needs much more of capital. The medium and large farmers are able to use their 
own savings from production to arrange for capital during the next season. On the other hand, 
the small farmers who constitute about 87 percent of total farmers in India find it difficult to 
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obtain capital. Because of the small size of their plots, their production is not enough. The 
lack of surplus means that they are unable to obtain capital from their own savings, and have 
to borrow. Besides the debt, many of the small farmers have to do additional work as farm 
labourers because of the low income. 
 
Labour being the most abundant factor of production; it would be ideal if the new ways of 
farming used much more labour. Unfortunately, such a thing has not happened. The use of 
labour on farms is limited. The labour, looking for opportunities is thus migrating to 
neighbouring villages, towns and cities. Some labour has entered the non-farm sector in the 
village. 
 
At present, the non-farm sector in the village is not very large. Though there is a variety of 
non-farm activities in the villages (we have only seen a few examples), the number of people 
employed in each is quite small. In 2009-2010, out of every 100 workers in the rural areas 
in India, 32 are engaged in non-farm activities. This includes the workers who are 
employed as part of NREGA on various projects.  NREGA has provided some support 
to the incomes of rural workers. 
 
In the future, one would like to see more non-farm production activities in the village. Unlike 
farming, non-farm activities require little land. People with some amount of capital can set up 
non-farm activities.  How does one obtain this capital? One can either use his own savings, 
but more often has to take a loan. It is important that loan be available at low rate of interest 
so that even people without savings can start some non-farm activity. Another thing which is 
essential for expansion of non-farm activities is to have markets where the goods and services 
produced can be sold. In Rampur, we saw the neighbouring villages, towns and cities provide 
the markets for milk, jaggery, wheat, etc (these are farm products- Suresh). As more villages 
get connected to towns and cities through good roads, transport and telephone, it is possible 
that the opportunities for non-farm activities production activities in the village would 
increase in the coming years. 
 
Improve your learning 

1. Every village in India is surveyed once in ten years during the Census and the details are 
presented in the following format. Fill up the following based on information on Rampur. 
a. LOCATION: 
b. TOTAL AREA OF THE VILLAGE: 
c. LAND USE (in hectares): 
  

Cultivated Land Land not available for cultivation 
(Area covering dwellings, roads, ponds, grazing 

ground) 
Irrigated  Unirrigated  

  26 hectares 

d. FACILITIES 
Educational  
Medical  
Market  
Electricity Supply  
Communication   
Nearest Town  
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5. Construct a table on the distribution of land among the 450 families of Rampur similar to 
the table on page…. 

6. Why are the wages for farm labourers in Rampur less than minimum wages? 

7. Talk to two labourers from your region. Choose either farm labourers or labourers working 
at construction sites. What wages do they get? Are they paid in cash or kind? Do they get 
work regularly? Are they in debt?  

8. What are the different ways of increasing production on the same piece of land? Use 
examples to explain. 

9. Describe the work of a farmer with 1 hectare of land. 

10. How do the medium and large farmers obtain capital for farming? How is it different 
from the small farmers? 

11. On what terms did Savita get a loan from Giriraj Singh? Would Savita's condition be 
different if she could get a loan from the bank at a low rate of interest? 

12. Talk to some elderly persons in your region and write a small report on the changes in 
irrigation and changes in production method during the last 30 years. 

13. What can be done so that more non-farm production activities can be started in the 
villages? 

14. What are the main non-farm production activities taking place in your region? Write a 
brief report on any one such activity. 

15. Imagine a situation where labour is the scarce factor of production instead of land. Would 
the story of Rampur be different? How? Discuss in class. 
16. From your field visit find out at what rate of interest do farmers borrow when they need 
money for inputs. Compare this with interest charged by a bank. 
17. Gosaipur and Majauli are two villages in North Bihar.  Out of a total of 850 households in 
the two villages, there are more than 250 men who are employed in rural Punjab and Haryana 
or in Delhi, Mumbai, Surat, Hyderabad or Nagpur.  Such migration is common in most 
villages across India. Why do people migrate? Can you describe (based on your imagination) 
the work that the migrants of Gosaipur and Majauli might do at the place of destination? 
18. Land is also required for production of goods in an urban area. In what ways is the use of 
land different from a rural area? 
19. Read again the meaning of “land” in the production process on page …Give three 
examples, other than agriculture, where this requirement is most significant in the process of 
production. 
20. Discuss some ideas that would prevent overuse of water by 

 Farmers 
 Industrialists 
 Households 

 
21. Water, a natural resource for production, particularly agricultural production, now 
requires greater capital for its use. Can you explain the statement? 
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